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THE OLD AND THE NEW—The City of Hazel's new fire truck, right
photo, was delivered to Hazel this week from the American LaFrance
Company of Elmira New York. The truck in the left photo is a 1936 International, said to be the oldest International fire truck still in use in the
United States. The new truck will carry 500 gallons of water and is fully

equipped to meet the Kentucky Inspection Bureau standards officials
said. The new truck was purchased at a total cost of $17,397 dollars according to Mayor-elect Cy Miller and councilman Bobby Holmes. The
city plans to take bids on new fire plugs in January. Included in the
/
2 inch
purchase of the truck were 800 feet 012½ inch hose and 300 feet of 11

hose. Presenting the keys to the truck to Mayor-Elect Miller (left, in
right photo) is John Parker of Parker Ford, Inc., who sold the 1971 Ford
F-700 chassis to Hazel.
Staff Photos By Gene McCutcheon
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Carroll

Resigns
House Post Friday

FRANKFORT, KY. (UPI)-House Speaker Julian M. Carroll,
the new Lieutenant Governor,
Friday submitted his resignation
from the state House of
Representatives effective
Monday, one day before his
inauguration.
Carroll, of Paducah, would
automatically vacate the house
seat when he becomes Lieutenant
Governor Tuesday. The formal
resignation was made in a letter
to outgoing Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
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Calloway Falls To
Powerful Mayfield
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India Orders Troops
To Attack E. Pakistan

in the period, making the count 94. Striking like lightning on a
stormy night, the Cardinals
Martha Guier's father came in
proceeded to rattle off 10 conthe office yesterday and when he
secutive points and the Lakers
stood in a certain position, he
found themselves on the short
looked quite a lot like our Dad. It
end of a 19-4 score. The Lakers
was such a marked resemblence
did not score again until 30
that several commented on it.
seconds were left when James
Wells hit on a three point play.
"Nothing is easier than
The first quarter ended with the
spending the public money. It
Graves County men holding a 21-8
does not appear to belong to
lead.
anyone"
The temptation
In the second quarter the
overwheirrung to bestuv. it on
t. amasssa Wet.
iidiasaes
(rho umuSommearmairwil
.01ThebodY"
Cahvin
4
.
'rally teat stym
C41°11411..
Turner, along with 6-1 Carl An- part d3.4
By United Press International contact with Mukti Bahini
when James Wells picked up his
There are approximately 1.4 FRANKFORT, Ky. (IIP1)— derson, dominated the boards in
third foul with 6:28 left in the half Two women from Calloway
India ordered its troops to (East Pakistni rebel) commanthe
with
Cardinals
the
providing
living
citizens
American
million
Gov.-Elect Wendell H. Ford
attack East Pakistan in force ders and to act in concert with
and headed for the bench to sit County were treated at the
in other countries, not including Friday named Mrs. Helen P. lopsided win.
emergency
room
of
the
Murraytoday. Pakistan's President them" in a drive to overcome
After freshman center James the remainder of the quarter out.
servicemen.
Price as his executive secretary. Wells hit a bucket to tie the game The Lakers did manage to trim Calloway County Hospital on
Agha Mohammad Yahya Khan Pakistani troops.
-Mrs. Price is a native of at two apiece, the Cardinals went the lead from 15 points down to Friday after being injured in a
said
"every Pakistani was
State Dept Silent
Sen. David Rice Atchinson of Paducah and has served as
inability to hit clutch two car collision at the inready to the for his country." The defense secretary said
Missouri has been called Ford's executive secretary in the on a rampage and threatened to nine but the
tersection
of
South
12th
and
throws left the 'Akers down
Both Pakistan and India Indian troops had repulsed
"President for a day" by some Lieutenant Governor's office and finish the game in the first half. free
Johnson Boulevard.
35-22.
halftime
accused
one another of aggres- shelling and probing attacks by
at
two
way
for
his
bulled
because he was `President pro- in his campaign headquarters. Turner
sion.
Ford lead the scoring in the Slyvadell Gargus Cooper of
Pakistani troops on the West
tern of the Senate on the day, She is a graduate of Frankfort points under the basket and
Murray
Route
Four
was
treated
First half for the Cardinals with 12
Indian Defense Secretary K. Pakistani border, 1,000 miles
March 4, 1849, Zachary Taylor High School and attended the Johnnie Stockciale canned a free
for facial lacerations and Retta
MN Harlan Hodges
Lall said in New Delhi that across Indian territory from
points while James Wells hit
was to have been inaugurated. University of Kentucky. She was throw to-put the score 4-3 to set
Cooper of Hazel Route Two
Lakers.
for
the
seven
Indian Air Force planes were East Pakistan.
Because the date fell on a Sun- secretary to former Lt. Gov. the scene for the Cardinal rally.
sustained
bruises,
according
to
Calloway County made just
carrying out massive retaliato- Lall told Kaylor 10 Pakistani
day, the inauguration was Wilson Wyatt and was on the staff Mayfield scored five straight
from the field in officials at the hospital where
tries
ry raids in both East and West aircraft were shot down and
of
25
four
hit
Stockdale
before
points
As
one
day.
postponed for
of former Gov. Edward T. another free throw with 3:21 left half for an embarassing .160 they were treated and released.
Pakistan. The military com- three others probably destroyed
president pro-tern of the Senate, Breathitt.
Involved
were
a
1962
Ford
four
average. Mayfield hits
mander in Calcutta said planes In ground and air action in both
_
.„cool .376
Atchinson, who was a Whig, was
sedan driven by Slyvadell
had bombed strategic installa- East and West Pakistan.
on 12 of 37 tries from the floor.
"Woman's
Day''
will
be
obnext in line for the office and so,
gus Cooper with Retta Cooper
tions in cities and towns inside
The closest the Lakera
Radio Pakistan said its air
technically, might have oeen
as a passenger, and a Mercury served at the First Christian
powerful
manage
to
come
to
the
Church (Disciples of Christ), East Pakistan, including Dacca force had destroyed "26 Indian
considered President of the
two
door
sedan
owned
by
Hatcher
Cardinals came when Greg
airplanes in both East and West
North 5th Street, Murray, on and Chittagong.
United States for the one day.
By LARRY JACKSON
footer to Auto Sales and driven by Cynthia Sunday, December 5, with Mrs. UPI Correspondent Robert Pakistan in air combat and by
swished
a
seven
Howard
United Press International
that Ann Wilson of 1621 Sunset Drive, Harlan Hodges as the speaker for Kaylor reported from New ground fire" and had attacked
Open warfare broke out between India and West Pakistan this put the score 37-26. From
Record Christmas sales are
began to Murray, according to the report the morning service at 10:45 arri. Delhi that Lail said Indian Indian bases today in addition
Cardinals
point
on
the
week. , after several weeks of border skirmishes and attempts by
expected this year.
filed by the investigating officers
pull away from the Lakers and
Mrs. Hodges will be speakering military commanders before to the 12 reported bombed or
three of the world's major powers to avert the catastrophe.
margin. The of the Murray Police Depart- the theme, "Mysterious and dawn were ordered "to move in strafed on Friday.
The fighting followed pleas from the United States, the Soviet run up the victory
ment.
Take note of the series of adContinued on Page Six
evening for the
(to East Pakistan) to establish
vertisements which is being run Union and Red China that both sides seek a peaceful settlement of largest lead of the
Miss Wilson, going east on Wonderful". She is the president
when Ford hit on
Cardinals
came
of
the
Christian
Women's
are
the
The
ads
then
conflict
between
the
two
brush fire
South Asia nations.
by the Peoples Bank.
Continued on Page SLx
Continued on Page Six
Fellowship and is a Sunday
on the "trade at home" theme. But, neither side was eager to listen.
School teacher at the local
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi told the three superWith as many stores as we have
church. She is widely known
in Murray and with the large powers to mind their own business as India geared for battle.
throughout many states as a
inventories which these stores Pakistani leaders, placing their nation on a war footing also,
dramatist and speaker.
have, local people should find just ignored the peace pleas entirely.
The scripture from Matthew WASHINGTON (UPI)
— match government efforts at
"The times have passed when any nation sitting three or four
about anything they want in local
11:28-30 will be read by Mrs. House Speaker Carl Albert, dampening inflation with correstores.
thousand miles away could give orders to Indians on the basis of David Roos, and the worship stepping up Democratic attacks sponding steps to bring down
their color superiority and do as they wished." Mrs. Gandhi said.
The Bank is to be commended "Today we
leader will be Mrs. Bonita Greer. on President Nixon's economic unemployment.
will do what is in our best national interests and not
a
from
returned
had
not
he
The
of
106
body
Steele
of
Polk
on this series. Competition is
Elders will be Mrs. 0. B. Boone policies, charged today the
End Advance Material
what these so-called big nations would like us to do."
North 17th Street, Murray, was hunting and fishing trip. Steele
keen locally and with some
administration program is iso- Vice President Spiro T
Earlier in the week the State Department, frustrated with the found about one o'clock this had left his home about 8:30 a.m. and Mrs. John Pasco, Sr.
money being spent outside of
lationist and loaded in favor of Agnew in a speech Friday night
Indian incursions into Pakistan, canceled export licenses for the morning on the
bank of Clarks' Friday to check his traps in the
Murray, it makes it even more
Serving as deaconesses will be business.
to the National Association of
shipment of la million worth of American arms to India and River south of the Squire Cecil Clarks River bottom.
difficult.
suspended the issuance of further licenses. Similar action against Holland road north of Murray. Shortly after ten p.m. Sheriff Mrs. James Boone, Mrs. M. C. The Oklahoma Democrat said Manufacturers in New York
Ellis, Mrs. Mary Virginia Hall,
arms shipments to Pakistan was taken by the State Department
A search for Mr. Steele was Steele asked the Calloway County Mrs. Clyde ,Ipnes, Mrs. Coleman Nixon waited too long to put defended administration poli50, as the ads say, trade at
three weeks earlier.
assist
into effect wage and price cies, describing the Democrats
to
Squad
Rescue
Fire
and
started last night after his wife
home and this will give emTension in the Middle East, already near the flash point, was reported to Sheriff Clyde Steele In finding Mr. Polk Steele. By McKeel, and Mrs. Sarah Van controls, despite the fact he as "ritual doomsayers," and
ployment to local folks, and keep
Meter. The candle lighter will be
heightened by the assassination of Jordanian Premier Wasfi Tel
was given the authority by asserting the economy is
eleven p.m. the Rescue Squad Laurie Crass.
the money circulating around the
beginning to boom.
by Palestinian guerrillas in Cairo Sunday. Tel, an archfoe of the
Congress
early in 1971.
field
had
in
the
four
units
mobile
town and country.
The flute soloist will be Ellen
guerrillas using Jordan as a base for forays into Israel, was
and some twelve men, according Quertermous and the soloist will "I think the President has a " ... the patient is not only
well, but vigorous and headed
gunned down as he returned to his hotel after a strategy session
to a squad sopkesman.
inferiority
complex for the'best days of his life,"
be Mrs. William Porter. Mrs. A. certain
with the Arab League's joint defense committee.
About midnight Sheriff Steele
H. Titsworth will introduce Mrs. about what he is going to do," Agnew said.
Cambodia suffered its worst defeat of the Indochina War as
Kentucky: Mostly cloud)
found the man's truck parked in a
E
and
H
Savings
Bond
SerieS
Hodges and Miss Rebecca Dublin Albert said. "He talks awfully
Agnew said real output of the
occasional
Communist
forces
with
chopped
up
a
10,000-man
Sunday
government
task
through
field some one hundred yards
big and then reverses himself," economy rose from the second
during
sales
in
Calloway
County
will give the benediction.
light rain over the western force trying to reopen a vital link of Highway 6 north of Phnom
Road
south
Holland
of
Squire
the
Greeters-will be Mr. and Mrs. Earlier in the year Nixon said to third quarter this year at a
portion Sunday. A little warmer Penh, the capital. U.S. warplanes were called in to destroy October were $16,703 bringing the on the bank of Clarks' River,
he would not use the authority. 3.9 per cent annual rate,
Sunday. Highs today in the 404 abandoned battle gear as the remnants of the Cambodian unit year's sales to $234,668 of tlie Searchers soon found his body Henry Fulton and Mr. and Mrs.
Sales
a
$197,500.
annual
goal
of
Hall
.
D.
B.
Albert made his remarks on compared with a 2.4 per cent
lower
and
5,000
civilian
refugees
fled in disarray.
lows tonight in the mid and
about a quarter of a mile from the
The public is invited to attend the television public affairs increase from the second
Speculation of a possible devaluation of the dollar sent the value year ago were $171,533.
30s. Highs Sunday in the high 404
truck and just prior to this had
For Kentucky, sales for the
this special woman's day service program "Ask Congress,' quarter of 1970 to the second
of American oUrrency skidding downward on European money
and lower 504.
found his game bag and rifle
while
month
$5,474,663
were
to hear Mrs. Hodges, according which is hosted by Rep. Lester quarter of 1971. He also cited
ever
in
markets,
reaching
its
lowest
ebb
Frankfurt and nearing
nearby.
EXTENDED FORECAST
cumulative sales reached
to a church spokesman.
Wolff, D-N.Y., and distributed what he said was a 40 per cent
No foul play was involved in the
Chance of rain over the state Its lowest levels in Brussels and Amsterdam since World War II. $51,710,749
of the 853,400.000
Independently
to television sta- increase in housing starts this
after
delegates
The
speculation
arose
to
a
conference
of
the
death and Steele died of natural
Monday and east on Tuesday.
annual goal. Sales a year ago
Lions around the country. Albert year and a record rate of new
Otherwise partly cloudy during "(;roup of Ten"—the free world's most influential finance were
causes, thought to be a heart
CK1 RHO
$47,125,322.
said the Nixon economic car sales.
to the per- The Lid Rho of the First
the period. Turning colder by ministers and bankers—reported that the U.S. delegation, headed
Nationally, the sales of Series attack, according
raised
the
had
Connally,
John
B.
Secretary
Treasury
by
sonnel of the office of Max Christian Church will meet at the program discriminated against "What President Nixon seeks
Wednesday lows Monday and
E and H Savings Bonds for the
working people to the benefit of is a true prosperity; not a
possibility of a devaluation, perhaps of more than 5 per cent.
Calloway County church at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday to
Tuesday upper 304 to mid 404.
same month were $407 million. Churchill,
business and through its foreign Democratic Wehrmacht prosOn
the
domestic
economic
front,
the
Price
Commission
Tuesday
Highs Monday and
work on the candles. Members trade provisions
Sales a year ago were $407 coroner. ,
threatened to perity based on this country's
The deceased man was an are urged to bring supplies
upper 404 and lower 50s. Lows authoriz' ed the Ford Motor Co. and the General Motors Corp. to million. The
cash value of Bonds
Isolate the United States,
involvement in war, but a
Wednesday upper 304 and highs raise prices for 1972 models by 2.5 per cent. Previously the
employee of the Kentucky High- needed to finish candles started
and Notes outstanding reached
Albert
also
faulted
administo
commission
had
granted
increases
Chrysler
peoaperity-with-efrace," — Agnew
and
American
304
and
lower
upper
Wednesday
_
last Sunday
$54,423 million.
Tration policies-for failing to
Continued on Page Slx
Motors.
40s
- -

Paducah Woman

By MIKE BRANDON
Mayfield's Joe Ford was
named to the Letterman
Magazine All-America basketball team yesterday. But the way
that the Cardinals Clinton
Turner performed in last night's
75-52 win over the host Calloway
County Lakers, one might have
Alltaken Turner for the
American.
Turner banged in 26 points and
pulled down 12 rebounds as the
(jardmals completely outclassed
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Aggression Fly
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Named ford Al

Mrs. Hodges Is
Church Speaker

The Week In Review

Polk Steele Found Dead
After Search Last Night

The Weather

Bond Sales For
October Listed

House Speaker Attacks
Nixon Economic Policy
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—

LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Maurice F. Crass, Jr., died suddenly yesterday. He was 31
years of age and a partner in the firm of Crass Furniture Company. Another death reported was Johnie Cornell of South 9th
Street, Murray, who was 58 years of age.
The new west side elementary school has been named in honor
of Luther Robertson, member of the Murray City School Board
for 29 years.
Tax payment by the Murray Electric System for 1961 amount to
840,636.11, the system announced today.
The Murray State Thoroughbreds galloped to a pleasing 77-55
victory over Mississippi Southern in a basketball game played
here.

1.=

20 Years A4t,
- Today
The Murray State Thoroughbreds won their opening basketball
game over Southeasteria.„Louisizma 75 10,57.,
Rev. T.T. Crabtree has resigned as pastor oaf* Salem Baptist
Church to become pastor of the Leawood Baptist Church at
Memphis, Tenn.
Mrs. Hugh McElrath reviewed the book, "Pilgrimage to
Spanish America", at a joint meeting of the Memorial, Sinking
Spring, and Scotts Grove churches at Memorial Church, and at
the Lottie Moon Circle of the First Baptist Church meeting at the
home of Mrs. James Ward.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Black on
November 26, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams on November

28

30YearsAgoThis Week
utoGsa•TIMES FILM

Mrs D.B. Amandai Lassiter, age 80, died November 28 at her
home east of Murray.
Leon Winchester, Billy Joe Stubblefield, Edwin Stalls, Blanche
Hendon,Eva Lois Lassiter,Frances Dunn.Euva Nell Jewell, and
Henry Clay Garland are memberaotlhe cast of the play, "Nora
Nobody" to be presented by the trainman and sophomore elassel
at New Concord High School on December 6.
Cpl. Felix H. Dunn and two friends of Chanute Field visited his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Dunn, last week.
Maxwell House coffee is advertised at 32 cents per pound in the
Tolley & Carson ad this week.
A feature story on J.H. Walston, Kirksey agriculture teacher, is
printed this week. The story was written by Ralph Gingles.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ—Romans 5:1.
Around the world souls are on a quest for peace with God. They
will arrive, not by tortures, not by penances, not by works, but by
faith.

'SACRED COMMITMENT' MUST BE PROTECTED

Veterans Hospitals Face Care

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916.

Ten Years Ago Today

SATURDAY

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan

Monthly Take
On Parkway
System High

In the words of Rep. Olin Teague, of its hospital facilit
chah-man of the House Veterans Af- frustrated by political
fairs Committee, the United States of arise when it proposes
America has a "sacred commitment" an old hospital to cons(
to provide medical care to its war ities in a new one. Fu
veterans who cannot provide it for construction of new hot
themselves. The 166 Veterans Admin- diverted to the maintei
istration hospitals being maintained which have outlived tr
by the government at an annual cost
Congress is now wre
of $2 billion are an expression of that
question of whether
commitment.
insurance companies
Yet our VA hospital system has be- quired to pay the cost
come a lightning rod for criticism. insured patient
in a 1
Many hospitals are said to be anti- the same basis it pays
quated, understaffed and poorly in private hospitals.
A
equipped. The length of waiting lists surance industry
is
for admission is growing. Adminislegislation, it obvious
trators claim they cannot keep up
relieve the pressure (
with the spiraling costs of providing
budgets.
high-quality hospital care.
The House has alreac
While many of these problems are
that would add $45 mil
a reflection of the same malaise afpital budgets for e
flicting the field of medical care as a
patient services and
whole, there is ample evidence that
care for widows and
our VA hospital system is as much a
pendents of veterans
victim of the bureaucratic and politihealth care benefits f
cal atmosphere that dominates it.
a worthy aim, but t
A system that determines a hospi- changes
in adrninisti
tal's budget on the basis of how many and
a reorganization a
of its bed are being used only in- cient
lines if the VA h
. vites the hospitalization of patients is
to fulfill its promise
who mfet just as well be treated as
commitment" to vetei
outpatients.
become a casualty o
The VA's efforts to make better use and
inflated medical c

Outdoor Lore

HORNUNG
ST LOU]
man
lAirr
returned by
Thursday tc
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IXECUTivf vtft PRESIDENT

recalled for
FRANKFORT, KY November
Blues whit
Southern States Industrial Council
1971—Kentucky's Parkway
sidelined s
System increased its monthly
injuries
intake of revenues for October
NATIONAL RIGHT TO WORK
1971 by $175,162.04 over October I
1970, according to Frank HarMonopoly unionism which can paralyze the nation's economy is scher, III, Executive Director of
one of America's most serious problems. The United States won't the Office of Toll Facilities within
By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
be able to recover its economic health unless the union the Kentucky Department
of
monopolists are curbed.
Highways
As rellocted in his folktales sion of an availability tor love.
For many weeks, the state of the economy has been the No. 1
The Kentucky Turnpike led all and literature. man has long
In short, the cricket sings in
domestic concern of the American people. The President and the facilities with a gain
of $69,018; cherished the little black crick- order to attract a mate.
Enc
Congress have been grappling with economic issues, hoping to the Pennyrile Parkway
led in et of the field as a companion • And a jealous and
increase prosperity. Millions of ordinary Americans have been terms of percentage
hot-tempered little minnesinger
increase and - friend. Its "tricksome
asked to do their part to get the economy moving again_
with a gain of 21.6 per cent.
tunes" touch the chords of it is. too. When, it hears the
Throughout most of this period, however, a handful of powerful
Harscher said that October was human emotions and expertnote of a rival, it at once rises
union bosses kept vital seaports shut down and closed coal mines a good month to gauge
actual
dreams content- up in a fighting 'stance and
essential to industry. These actions by Ukiah leaders evidenced traffic increases um the parkways ence---from
ment to litter 'loneliness ts .the starts sounding a sharp militant
the comphroorrreapenetbtlIty and arrogance of the union bosses.
because there are no travel wide range Of its
musical nOte.s
note. If by chance the two
It is shocking that a handful of union officials should be able to
holidays, and the tourist season is that •'nick the
glad. silent
rivals meet, they rush at each
halt ocean commerce through the port of New York and other ended
moments as they pass."
other and engage in furious
seaports, or that coal—essential to the electric power industry
"The patrons that we had
Emblematic of merriment. duel, a fight that does not
should cease to be mined on the orders of union leaders.
during the month were either
the fiddling of this charming
break off until one or the other
Union bosses who issue such orders—and the rank and file of the routine in-state motorists
or little troubadour has ever
unions have no choice but to obey—are the equivalent of the commercial users", said
retreats, often minus a leg. tail,
Har- chimed in
with the gay- mood
robber barons of medieval times. They hold up essential com- scher. "An unusually
or antenna.
heavy use
of dancers and merrymakers.
merce in our society. They cost seaport cities millions of dollars of our credit system indicates
The cricket's note has a
a
per day in lost business.
healthy increase in truck traffic, Conversely. its "plaintive cry" wide range of self expression.
Something must be done about such modern-day highway as a major part
When trying to coax up its
of that com- has been a harbinger of the sere
robbery, about such an abuse of power that violates the rights of mercial usage",
and dying year. William Cow- ladylove, it keeps up a constant
he added.
millions of working people, manufacturers and communities.
"We are quite pleased, because per. the English poet. describes
droning, but as the object of its
And, at long last, something is being done in Congress Last each of
Kentucky's parkways its music as "Sounds inharmo- affection approaches, the
month, U. S. Rep. Sam Steiger of Arizona introduced a National increased by at
least 12 per cent" nious in themselves and harsh. music changes to a seductive
Right to Work law. Thus, for the first time, a serious drive is Harscher
added. He noted that Yet heard in scenes where
whispering, even having in it an
being mounted for a national ban on compulsory unionism. the Western
Kentucky Parkway peace forever reins. And only
uncertain quiver, as if its
Seventeen other congressmen are co-sponsors of this important jumped by
15.6 per cent an in- there, please highly for their
feelings were too strong for
legislation.
crease of $36,608 over October Sake."
utterance.
The sponsors of this legislation don't expect victory this year. 1970. Only the
Kentucky TurnAlthouti the chirp of the
But they have started a legislative process that offers great hope pike
showed a greater monetary
cricket can be heard in
to a nation weakened by union tyranny.
gain,
summer, its song is not then so
Rep. Steiger's bill isn't anti-labor but pro-worker. In many
Receipts on the Kentucky's Toll
insistent. It is only in the stillindustrial disputes, the workers don't want to be called off the job. Facilities
and their increases for
ness of autumn that its merry They want to continue working. But the unionized worker hasn't October
1971 over October 1970
sounding "re-treat. re-treat"
any voice in union decision-making. Unions are monolithic are: Shawneetown
Bridge,
become so pronounced.
organizations with powerful officials at the top who make ALL the $31,543
up by 12,914, Kentucky
decisions.-- If rank and file members protest, they may find Turnpike
The song of this little insect
581,537 up by $69,018;
themselves stripped of union membership and of a job. In some
musician is indeed pleasant and
Mountain Parkway, 8170,167 up
unions, protest results in personal danger.
soothing to those with cars
by $18,888; Western Kentucky
Rep. Steiger believes that each worker should enjoy the benefits
tuned to the music of the
Parkway, $270,792 up by $36,608;
of democracy, that each worker should be free to decide whether
outdoors. "If moonlight could
Blue Grass Parkway, $171,183 up
or not he will join a union. This freedom doesn't exist today on a
be heard," wrote Nathaniel
by $18,501; Purchase Parkway,
nationwide basis. Congressman Steiger described the situation in
Hawthorne. "it would sound
$35,623 up by $3,998; Pennyrile
these words
like the song of a cricket."
Parkway, $136, 136 up by $24,196;
"Existing law authorizes a labor union to make an agreement
Sebree Bridge, 13,701 up by
with an employer whereby all employes must pay dues to the
Almanac
Audubon
$1,034;
Parkway
union as a condition of employment.
As a result of these 124,516, has
not been open to
By United Press International
agreements, millions of workers throughout our country are
traffic for a full year; Daniel
Today is Saturday, Dec. 4,
being compelled to pay dues to labor organizations for
Boone Parkway, $1,708, has not
338th day of 1971.
representation they do not want. If they refuse to pay, the embeen opened to traffic for a full
The moon is between its new
ployer has no choice but to fire them."
But for whatever man has
year. The Daniel Boone Parkway
se and last quarter
The national need—and the objective of the Steiger bill—is to
was in operation only three full read into its song, this little
There are no morning stars.
make union membership entirely voluntary in all 50 states. Thus
days in October.
patent-leather musician is a
The evening stars are Merit will get at the root of union monopoly power.
lover of warmth. As Mother cury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
It should be borne in mind that unions don't represent anything'
Those born on this day are
Nature banks the fires of
like a majority of working people. Out of the 80 million working
under
the sign of Sagittarius.
summer
and
night
fields
bemen and women in America, only 19 million are members of
Scottish
historian
Charles
come covered with hoar frost,
"organized" labor. But the officials of the unions can paralyze
it seeks out warm crevices in Carlyle was born Dec. 4, 1795.
vast industries, transportation systems and communities, Dear Editor:
On this day in history:
thereby throwing out of work millions of non-union working
I was reading the newspaper on old-fashioned fireplaces and
In 1918 President Woodrow fokaliiL
people.
Monday evening of November n, blends its music with that of
This is a degree of power that is totalitarian in character and when I noticed that the Murray the tiackling flames and steam- Wilson sailed for France to
attend the World War I peace
IN
scope. Indeed the monopoly power of Big Unionism is in- High School and the Murray ing kettle.
conference at Versailles.
compatible with our country's democratic system of government. Middle School were getting their
In times gone by , the sing
Toni
In 1942 President Franklin I)
The Steiger National Right to Work legislation is the proper in- menus published in the Ledger
ing of a cricket in the Ch Mine\ Roosevelt ordered the liquidastrument whereby a basic freedom can be guaranteed to all. It and Times. As a student of Almo
%%as iegardcd as a "sign of good tion of the WPA, created in 1935
deserves the full support of the American people.
Elementary School, I would like
Rick,'' This old superstition to provide work for the
for our school to see the menus
prohabl
stemmed from unemployed.
published in your paper so that
UM CUSTOMER'S GOAL
In 1946 the United Mine
Charles
Dickens'
TUNNEL READY EN '78?
book. "The
each child could plan to buy or
Workers Union was fined $35
Cricket on the Hearth."
PARIS (UPI)—The tunnel
bring
their
lunch
in
advance.
YONKERS, N.Y. (UPI )-In this beautiful old Christ- million for refusing to call off a
due to link France to Britain
Rum Customer will attempt to
mas tale. the cricket chirps 17-day-old strike.
under the English Channel may
Yours very truly,
become harness racing's fourth
In 1965 America's Gemini 7
only Mien things ;be limning
be completed and fully operaCarla Ramsey
-million earner Friday night
Ever
tional in 1978, according to the $1
liMeS i)1 sjdiieiS spaceship was launched into
Route
I,
Dexter,
Kentucky
when he competes in the $20,000
or trouble, however; II is silent. orbit for a then record I4-day
French government expert
Meadow
Skipper
race
at
working on the project
Of all this, of course, the voyage around the earth.
The term "countersteer," one
Yonkers Raceway.
Governments of the two
of the keys to safety controlling a cricket is 11113WaTe. Its vivacious
A thought for today. George
countries announced Sept 22 Rum 'Customer, who has won skidding car, is
confusing to fiddling. according to entomoLORNA
Washington
they planned to carry out
said, "There can be
,861, needs the winner's many motorists.
logists.
is
not
to entertain man.
specialists
no
greater
jointly the construction of the share of 810,000 to top the explain it simply as
error
than
to
expect
"driving in 0111 the males of the species
undersea tunnel
million mark.
sing and then song is al CROlte- or calculate upon favors from
the direction you want to go,"
.
nation to nation."
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Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
At a social gathering, the ladies pay more attention to the adventurer, the man of physical
prowess, than to the intellectual. I think I know why:
The man of action personifies the male that protecyf
and feeds the female and, presumably, is tired
enough after all that exercise to give in sooner than
the man of thought.
"Actions speak louder than words."
—Author Unknown

Turkish Restaurant
Caters to Hippies
By RODNEY PRIDER
ISTANBUL 1API —
Yener's is a small restaurant by any standards.
P
1 four tables inside, two outside
limited
• The choice of food IS
three simple Turkish
of
IWO
•
•
You drink beer if you
• dishes
have the money tea if you
; haven't
; Yet Yener's is probably one
; of the best-known eatIng spots
;between New York and Katmandu and "Eat at Yener's* is
; traditional 'advice for those set;ling out on the hippy trail to the
▪ East
! The tiny room in the hippy
Sultanah5 quarter of Istanbul
•
• met — is crowded with long: haired devotees from . early
•
• morning until well after midnight and finding a seat can be a
problem
Once in you get a decent meal
For less than 50 cents - or for
; nothing if you haven't got 50
: cents The proprietor. who
; sports mutton-chop whiskers
and peace-symbol pendants. is
40-year,:old Sitki Oruc. known to
•

as Yener
Yener says he can't turn
away anyone who needs a meal
and scribbled testimonies from
his customers

Beverly Hills to Beirut testify
to the truth of this Often he
gets money brought by complete strangers who've been
asked to pay back a friend's
long-standing debt Even if the
debts are never paid. Yener
said, he s not worried
• These children are not Just
tourists. they're searching for
the truth.- he says -Their
souls are clean They're like
our old dervishes, they're
searching for peace and tranquility They wouldn't hurt an
ant I love them "
On the walls, alongside the
"God is Love" posters and psychedelic murals Is a stern reminder that -One puff of hash
gets you three years in Turkey." but Yener says when it
comes to drugs the "childrenaren't the guilty ones
They should go and catch
the millionaire drug traffickers he said

Sun.-,
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Miss Janna Lorene Valentine Becomes
Bride Of Dr. Donald Glenn Hughes In A
Lovely Ceremony At Methodist Church
J1/

Mrs. J. B. &ukase • • •
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Volunteers For Christmas Seal Work Are
Busy The Year Round Organizing Efforts

Saturday, December
Used or unwanted toys will be
picked up in the city of Murray
starting at nine a.m. by the
Murray Fire Department and Phi
Beta Lambda fraternity.

Dedication of the new Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center will be in
the University Theater at two
p.m., the Richard Farrell Recital
Hall at three p.m., and the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery at four p.m.

of
"A Aristrnas Carol", Charles Members of the board
directors of the Murray-Calloway
A group of
Yule seal Dickens' classic, will be at the
volunteers in Chicago is known University Auditorium at 930 Country Club and their wives will
hosts and hostesses for the
as "court watchers." These a.m. Admission is fifty cents. be
club's annual Christmas season
volunteer smog fighters spend
several hours a month observ- Christmas Art Sale will be at open house from four to seven
ing —and reporting —what the SUB Ballroom from ten a.m. p.m. Each member may bring
happens to suits the city of to nine p.m. by the Murray State one guest couple.
Chicago brings against alleged Art Department.
The Calloway County Red
By Abigail Van Buren
violators of the environmental
Cross Chapter will have the
Temple Hill & Lodge No. 276 annual service award night at the
control ordinance.
DEAR ABBY: After 14 years of what I thought
will meet at the lodge hall at 'Triangle Inn.
was a
The
"court
All Directors,
watchers
"
also
good marriage, my husband [I'll call him "John"]
asked
provide a week by week seven p.m.
Service Chairmen, and Hospital
me for a divorce. [We have three children ] He said
he had
Volunteers are reminded to ataccount of environmental confallen in love with a woman he works with and
Old newspaper drive by Boy
wanted to be
trol progress, an invaluable and
tend.
free to marry her.
Scout Troop 77 will be held. Call
continuous bank of data that is
I went to pieces. I had no idea John had ever
Monday, December 6
First Christian Church 753484
looked at
amplified by their personal
Quad-State Band Festival will
another woman. [He isn't the type.]
for pickup.
as a background for
the observations.
be held all day at the University
I told him I wouldn't stand in his way. He moved
out,
receiving line.
A Housewife's Opinion
Numerous
but I couldn't bring myself to go to a lawyer
Auditorium with the concert at
Sunday, December 5
about a di"I
wouldn't do it if I thought it
colored bouquets of dried flowers
The Chorus of the Music seven p.m. No charge.
vorce. The next two weeks I hardly ate or slept.
II lost, 12
ere appropiately placed around it didn't make any difference," Department of the Murray
pounds.] Then all of a sudden John came home!
says Mrs. Diane Vrbancic, 30, a Woman's Club will have
e room.
He said he couldn't go thru with it, he still
a The Lottie Moon Group of the
loved me,
The round bride's table was housewife and mother of three. rehearsal at the club house at
and if I could forgive and forget he would spend the
one First Baptist Church will meet at
rest of
covered with a poie de soie cloth
"I think it is great that things p.m.
his life trying to make it up to me.
the home of Mrs. Ray Brownfield
encircled with =ilex falling at are getting done in courts that
Now, my problem: Even tho all the time John
at 7:30 p.m.
was gone
Christmas
Open
House
will be
vantage points to the floor. Large otherwise wouldn't get done."
I kept hoping and praying he would come back,
when he
The Blood River Baptist
tailsman glamelias accented the
Mrs. Vrbancic is one of 10 held at Woods Hall Dormitory,
finally did, I was so hurt inside I couldn't turn
off the
Associational "M" Night
table. The wedding cake was an volunteer Christmas Seal court MSU, from two to four p.m
bitterness and hate, and turn on my love.
program will be held at Memorial
unusually beautiful triple tiered watchers from the Gads Hill
How can I forgive and forget? I really love him.
Murray State Art Department Baptist Church, Murray, at seven
fresh apple cake centered with a section of Chicago.
NED OFF
•Eiti MitebeB photo water fountain.
• kiteg- if . in Kansas City, Mo., Christ- sale will be in SUB Ballroom p.m. with Dr. Billy Grey Hurt.4.
DEAR TURNED OFF: If you want to get over your
Paducah as the guest speaker
tailisman
roses
and
baker's
fern mas Seal volunteers operate a from noon to nine p.m.
Mrs.
Donald
Glenn Hughes
hurt, yOU can. Don't dwell on the past. What's done
is done.
telephone
decorated
hotline
the
cream
receive
to
colored
iced
Miss Janne Lorene Valentine, Sue Hughes of Louisville, sister of
God heard your prayers. Now, pray for the strength
cake. The base of the cake complaints about
to
pollution.
•
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David the groom, and the
really forgive and forget. Time and a forgiving attitude
•
junior consisted of five
Such hotlines also operate in
large
three
Arthur
Valentine
of
Puryear, bridesmaid, Miss Pamela Jo
will do wonders for you. Good luck.
layered rounds, connected to the California and Ohio.
Tenn, became the bride of Dr. Hughes of Hopkinsville, niece
. of double layered second tier by — In Cleveland, Ohio;' Christmas
Donald
Glenn
Hughes,
son
of
Mr.
the
groom,
were attired idenDEAR ABBY: I am a college student [female) who
is
and Mrs. Alford Lee Hughes, tically as the maid of honor and white wrought iron arches Seal volunteers conduct "eco
tired of hearing about all the bright, well-educated
SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY
tours" of the industrial area
young
Murray,
in a lovely afternoon carried identical Eliza bouquets. decorated with baker's fern.
women who are stuck in dull, low-paying jobs because
known
as
White
the
they
flats.
Grecian
Literature
columns
held
the
October wedding at the First The bride was also attended
are women I don't believe it.
by
United Methodist Church.. The a little flower girl, Miss Annette third tier that was topped with for the tour includes explanaFor example, you seem to have made a successful
candlelit
ceremony was per- Linn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. talisman roses intersperced with tion of industries and descripcareer f.5r yourself in the field of journalism, which
has
tion of pollutants that may be
heart shaped Italian pearls.
formed by Dr.Samuel R. Dodson, John R. Linn of Benton.
more men than women. Have you encountered much
She was The serving table was covered seen. It includes a form for
sexJr. and Rev. Charles H. Moffett. dressed
prejudice thruout your career? I mean, do you think,
as a
miniature with a draped poie de soie
being
cloth, recording heavy pollution and
Two gold altar vases con- bridesmaid. She carried
a woman, you had to work harder to get to the top?
a the corners and center being held naming the source.
taining bouquets of talisman wicker basket decorated
with with clusters of talisman roses,
AMBITIOUS
A Children's Fair
roses,fresh green eucalyptus and orange velvet tubing from
which green velvet Italian leaves with
DEAR AMBITIOUS: I encountered no sex-prejudice at
In Hartford, Conn., Lucie
baby breath, and two tapered she
dropped talisman rose floor length
all. In fact, I think being a woman gave me a natural
cathedral strands of Broadbent, 11, sponsored a
gold candelabra enhanced the petals, preceding the
bride and satin love knots. On both ends
advantage. And doesn't the role of "Mother Confessor
of Christmas seal fair for clean
beauty of the sanctuary.
"
her father down the isle.
more naturally belong to a woman?
the table were matching elegant air. It was held in her
The ringing of the church
Master Kenny Davis, son of
silver punch bowl sets, one backyard. There were games to
chimes signaled the beginning of Mr. and Mrs. Ned Davis
of Cadiz,
DEAR ABBEY: My boy friend [I'll call him "Victor")
the wedding.
A program of served as the bride's ringbearer. containing white champagne and play, food to buy, and prizes
is
21 Same age as myself. My problem is his hang-up about
nuptial music was presented by He was dressed as a miniature the other a tart fruit punch. dquted by businesses.
The proceeds, 8141.31 —
Delicious bell, heart and ring
eating in front of my family!
Mrs. Richard W. Farrell, groomsman carrying the ring
on
I know it sounds crazy, but he says he gets nervous and
organist and Mrs. David Berry, a lace trimmed heart shaped shaped finger sandwiches is exactly, were given to the
feels funny when he eats at my house because everybody
soloist. Mrs. Farrell's organ satin pillow on which flowers, as shades of orange, gold and green Christmas Seal Association for
watches him. [They do not It's just his imagination I
selections were "What the World used in the bridesmaids bouquet, were served on silver trays. purchase of air sampling
Last Thanksgivieg4 inv}ied Victor
Needs Now Is Love" by were arranged in a cresceet Matching colored mints and equipment to be used by teenh,ouse for a
one o'clock dinner. We woess,haulass iotatootmy
mixed nuts were served from age scientists gathering data on
relatives, and I
sochaamels. •-xseerne omen oeane
_
sower compotes. Tyre five tierce the pollutwei problem.
wanted them to 'Meat VictortHe declined the invitation, but
With The Wind" by Steiner and
The
groom
formally
dressed
in
said he would come AFTER dinner.
"There's a little bit of the
"Dreams" by McArnis. Mrs. an oxford gray cutaway coat, silver candelabra with lovely
large
He came at 3 p. m and had to leave at 5 p. m. because
bouquets
of
gold ostrich in all of us," says 1971
Berry sang "I Love Thee" by striped
trousers,
pearl gray
he was 'hungry"
Greig,"Always" by Irving Berlin waist coat, white winged collar eucalyptus, talisman roses and national Christmas Seal chairWe are planning to get married, and I would like to
and at the conclusion of the shirt, ascot tie with a pearl tie orange happy flowers served as man, Jack Lemmon, himself an
know when he is going to get rid of this ridiculous hang-up?
This revolutionary new jewel acknowledged
ceremony sang "The Lord's pin, wore a boutonniere of center pieces. Smilax entwined ardent spokesman for clean air.
Or will he have it all his life?
around the candelabras, then "But volunteers like the
Prayer" by Malotte.
The stephanotis.
as
the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
When we eat out, he is just fine. What could be the
extended the full length of the 'court watchers are helping us
traditional Bridal March by
Charles Henry Valentine of table,
matter wtih him'
mere
imitation to capture the fiery, blue-white
to
accenting
pull
NEW JERSEY GIRL
the
our
center.
heads
out
of
the
Wagner and the Wedding March Puryear, Tenn, brother of the
brilliance of the true gem. Diamonair simulated
by Mendelssohen were played by bride, served the groom as best Appropriate organ music with sand. So are the Christmas Seal
DEAR GIRL. Victor is probably self-conscious because
rhythm was played during the volunteers manning pollution
the organist.
he's unsure of his table manners. Ask him to level with you,
diamonds not only rival the true stone in beauty
man.
reception by Mrs. John R. Linn, hotlines, setting up recycling
and if that's the case, offer to teach him. And if it isn't,
Bride's Dress
The groomsmen were Ken Benton.
but carry a warranty offered by no other
depots,
helping to test auto
don't marry Victor until he has overcome his hang-up, lit
Miss Valentirre, given in Barber, Tommy Carroll, Johnie
substitute. They are guaranteed permanently for
marriage by her father, was a McCage, Dr. James D. Outland of The hostesses for the reception emissions, testifying at hearwould be hard" to explain the groom's absence from the
bridal dinner.I
vision of radiant beauty wearing Murray and James L. Valentine, were Mrs. Ken Barber, Mrs. ings and doing thousands of
replacement against scratching, loss of color ,
a traditional floor length gown of brother of the bride, from Paris, Johnnie McCage, Mrs. Jerry other useful tasks in all parts of
brilliance under normal wear.
or
CONFIDENTIAL TO VICKI: To some girls the no-bra
Smith,
Mrs.
Opal Smith,and Mrs. the country."
luxurious white satin in an "A" Tenn. The father of the bride, the
look is one big bust. To others it's a flop.
Robert
Peskuski.
They
wore
line silhouette.
The bodice, best man, and the groomsmen
Accept nothing less than the finest. See and
To make a delicious spread,
exquisitely appliqued with re- were in formal attire identical to corsages of dried and silks place one package of cream
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get It
buy Diamonaie at:
autumn
off
colored
flowers.
embroidered Alencon lace the groom. They wore lx)utoncheese in a bowl, add two tableyour chest. Write to ABBY. Box aro., Los Angeles,
Hand made heart shaped satin
Cal.
prom $60.00 per carat
touched by the magic of pearls nieres of talisman roses.
spoons of light cream or top
seoffe. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
rice bags witti orange ribbon
and sparkling crystal beading
milk, a few drops at a time.
Mrs. Valentine, mother of the were passed out
rovinOple.
to the guests by Add
below an illusion effect yoke, was bride, chose for her daughter's
one-third cup honey and
•
created with high neckline and wedding a cream three piece knit the junior bridesmaid and the continue creaming until smooth.
flower
girl.
The
newlyweds
left
long pointed sleeves adorned with suit. Her hat was a pixie effect of
the reception in a shower of rice.
lace.
Appliques defined the peach velvet petals nestling in
raised waistline continuing on sprays of feathers. Her shoes After a honeymoon trip to the
Glue thin strips of felt to the
into the sides of the slender skirt were dyed to match. She wore a West Indies, Dr. and Mrs. Hughes bottoms of dining chair legs to
are
at
their
home
on
Sycamore
to compliment the deep border of corsage of cymbidium orchids.
save scratching hardwood floor.
Paris, Tennessee
Extended.
jewelled lace encircling the
Mrs. Hughes, mother of the
hemline. Flowing in dramatic groom, chose to wear a three
beauty
from
motifs,
a piece green knit suit with matmagnificent chapel train lavishly ching accessories and wore a
strewn and edged with matching corsage of cyngbidium orchids.
medallions, completed a picture
The wedding guest register at
of understated elegance. Her the church was kept by Miss
tiered, bouffant veil of gossamer Kaye Beaman.
silk illusion, designed and made
Reception
especially for her, drifted the
Immediately following the
entire length of her train from a ceremony an elaborate reception
stunning open crown head dress was held at the Murray Woman's
of matching lace frosted with Club which was a symphony of
jewels. Her only jewelry was elegant beauty, being decorated
pearl ear studs, a gift of the with the bride's favorite flower,
groom.
the talisman rose, "the flower of
She carried a Venetian bouquet love."
of white gardenias, talisman
The bride and groom toasted
roses, stephanotis and orange each other from antique silver
happy flowers interlaced with goblets and cut the wedding cake
heart shaped Italian pearls.
at the beginning of the reception
Miss Peggy Ann Wall of before forming the receiving line.
Memphis, Tenn, served as the
The guest register was signed
maid of honor. She was attired in with an orange feathered pen and
floor length, formal pants of kept by Mrs. Quava Beaman.
multi-color printed chiffon giving The register table was covered
a free flowing skirt effect. The with a poie de soie cloth ex
taunnalaweinellinalmimebodice of punch chiffon paneled tending to the floor with special
by velvet buttons framed by drapes around the edge of the
double ruffles from the stand-up table, the corners and centers
ruffled neckline to the raised being held with clusters of l
waistline encircled by velvet talisman roses entwined with
ribbon, was fashioned with green velvet leaves and floor
Edwardian sleeves. Her head length cathedral strands of satin
dress was a petite bouffant veil of love knots. A five light silver
matching punch illusion. She candelabra empire with
carried an autumn Eliza bouquet borders held a floral design of
made of silk primula, and daisies, gold eucalyptus, orange happy
gold strawflowers, baby breath, flowers and talisman roses.
orange, green and gold happy
On the baby grand piano was a
flowers trimmed in green velvet tiered silver candelabra holding
ribbons and Italian leaves
a unique arrangement of the
The bridesmaid, Miss Glenda reception theme flowers serving S.

'Should I forgive
and forget?'

By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) —Christmas seal volunteers, like the
penny-apiece stamps from the
National Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease
I NT-RD)
association, work year 'round
—not just during the Yuletide.
The pennies from the Yule
stamps around the calendar
help to finance research and
education in the field of
repiratory ills —from smoker's
cough to air pollution-irritated
lungs.
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FIVE HUNTERS, FIVE DEER — These five hunters all left Murray Wednesday morning to go on a deer hunt in the Kentucky portion of the Land Between
the Lakes, and they all' returned Wednesday afternoon with a
deer apiece. They are, left to right, Ed Knight, who killed a 121 pound, 5 point buck, Steve Knight, a 100 pound, three point buck; Jerry Lee, a
97 pound doe; Jimmy Garland; a 70_pound spike; and Bill McDougal, a
115ound, three point
;
0;11b 14
—
nee

A Tennessee Goose Hunt

By Jerry W. Allen
"Get down," Jim King said, "as 7 geese got up and headed
straight for the old building we had stopped beside, in order to
check a belt on my V.W. While Jim gave a call I slipped my gun
from the car and jumped in the drainage ditch not 20 yards from
the road. "They're going to come right over us," I said. Jim gave
another call while the geese kept on coming. He said, "They look
like they're going to be too high." And they sure were, they must
have been a 100 yards up by the time they reached us. Jim looked
at me with a smile on his face and I knew exactly what he was
thinking. Experience had taught us that these geese would be
right back in that field the next morning and we both knew that we
would be waiting to greet them with our old 12-gauge 3 inch mag,s.
Since snow and fog was predicted the next day I Wed. Nov. 24th)
we assumed the geese would fly a little later than usual. So Jim
said "I'll pick you up at 5:00 a.m. I agreed and we went home for
a night full of goose dreams.
Next morning at 5 a.m. I was cutting a 15 ft. piece of chicken
wire for a quick blind when Jim drove up. Hurry up and hop in
those geese won't wait forever. So I rushed it up, being careful to
cut off just the right amount of wire for a good blind. Jim looked at
me as I crawled in the car, "You know I guess you and I have
killed more geese out of a chicken wire blind then anything else,"
he said. And he was right, because in the past three years we have
put more than 125 geese to rest from a chicken wire blind.
We reached the Tennessee portion of Reelfoot lake just about
dawn knowing that it wouldn't be long before we'd be hearini
those old honkers coming.We went directly to the cornfield where
the geese were using and began to build a blind from The clur.ken
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wire and cornstalks, making sure it blended with the surroundings. While Jim put the finishing touches on our blind, I was
putting out the decoys. We knew that we were in the exact spot
the geese were using because of all the fresh goose droppings in
the immediate area.
While waiting for the old honks to come, we amused ourselves
with mallards that were working the goose decoys. We called
until several flocks had lit in the field then we stood up to see if
any geese were coming and literally hundreds of ducks took to the
air. "Boy do I wish duck season was in right now", Jim said,
"We'd limit out in no time flat."
Not long after the ducks had gotten into the air and cleared out,
we decided to stand once more to relax ourselves, it almost
proved to be a mistake.
"Coming right at us," Jim said, as he gave a feed call. "Luk!
Luk! Luk!" Sure enough seven big honkers were coming right at
us, wings set for the decoys not 50 yards high. I eased farther
down in the blind, and got that old feeling of excitment in the pit of
my stomach. I whispered to Jim,"You get the right side, I'll take
the left." When they were straight over us with cupped wings and
stretched out necks, I yelled "get em" when we came up they
were completely stunned. Our first two shots dropped the 1st two
geese within 5 feet of each other. Then I saw Jim swing out on a
climbing goose to his right. At the crack of his magnum the
goose folded and fell in the decoys. I pulled up on another honker
heading off to the left and missed, then pulled in front of him and
squeezed the trigger, he folded and fell. '.'Great shooting", Jim
hollered, "Roy what more fun could you ask for We retreavf,d
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the geese and took up the decoys because we knew it was time to
go. We had gotten our limit of Canadian Honkers in a Tennessee
cornfield.
The trip to the car seemed longer than usual because our feet
were covered with Mississippi River bottom gumbo. "Boy this
stuff is like carrying a Sherman Tank on each foot says Jim. Lets
stop and clean our feet off before we go any further. I promptly
agreed. While cleaning our feet of the heavy black gumbo, Jim
said, "Why don't we try my pit next to the refuge tomorrow
morning?" There have been several geese passing over it, and
we might get some pass shooting. "I'm all for it", I said. So we
agreed that the next morning we'd be in the pit at daylight.
Jim, being one of the best commercial guides in the Reelfoot
Lake area keeps close tabs on the ducks and geese in the fields
surrounding the refuge. He has acquired a big reputation for his
mouth calling of geese that can't be equalled by anyone around
Reelfoot Lake.
The morning was warmer than the day before so we assumed
that geese would probably feed in a green wheat field, if they
could find one. Lucky for us, Jim's blind was right in the middle of
the greenest patch of wheat I've ever seen. We set the decoys
facing the pond and left a small open place between a group of 50
decoys on each side of the pit. As day began to break we settled in
the pit to start the wait.
"I hear geese Jim said excitedly," I could hear them calling,
faintly and far off, the sound falling and rising in the crisp air.
My vision was limited by the can covering the pit, but I easily saw
the big vee of QPPSe as they moved out over the refuge toward our
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pit. They were high and a quarter of a mile to the West. More
flocks showed and moved by until the sky was a moving black
mass of geese. I suddenly realized that I was cold, even though I
had worn plenty of clothes the South wind was carrying a cold
chill within. Slumping farther down in the pit I asked Jim what
size shot are you using? "Old Bone crushers", he said. "What's a
bone crusher?" I asked."One and seven eights ounces of number
2's", Jim answered. Both of us have learned the hard way that
you have to use a shell with lots of punch to bring down those big
honkers when they are way up there.
I had just finished rigging the camera we had brought when Jim
said "Here comes a single," The lone goose came boring in giving
a feed call. The old honker side-slipped set his wings and literally
fell from the sky. He must have dropped 200 yards when he
leveled off for the decoys."He's gonna be too high- I said. "But I
was wrong he kept on dropping until he was 20 feet over the blind.
As Jim yelled "get him fast," I was coming up to shoot . We both
fired and missed. Then as the goose climbed another 30 yards out
we shot simultaneously and the goose fell dead. Man that
goose must be shot all to pieces, Jim said as he brought the big
gander into the pit. I marvelled at the size of the goose. "He's the
biggest goose I've seen in a long time" I said. To me the big
honkers are the top trophy in waterfowl hunting. They are the
most wary bird I've ever encountered.
We froze immediately as four geese came in low over the
fence row almost straight in a bee line for us. "Won't even have to
call 'em", Jim said. "Stay down and be ready." I bundled my gun
and peeked through the cane as they came closer and closer.
"Now". We both came up shooting. A big bird banked offering
me a wide spread target, and I took advantage of it. He glided to
the end of the wheat field. Jim's gun had jammed on the second
shot and he hadn't manage to connect on the first. We settled back
(Continued on Page Five
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Gradual Escalation Is Out
"Big Bang" Approach Is In
By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (API — The
Soviet Union now believes in
launching an instant and
massive strike with nuclear or
chemical weapons in any European war, according to a
British military analyst.

THE LEDGER & TIMES —
as 40 per cent (assuming also
that this is in the contest of a
'major' land battle in Europe
projected for some 10 days)
The Russians, be says, are
far more rigorous in their training than western forces, especially in training their troops
for nuclear combat.
"Exercises conduted over
'radio-active terrain' are made
rather more grimly realistic by
the use of real isotopes," he
said.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Modern Egyptians A Tennessee Goose Hunt
(Continued from Page Four)
Use Ancient Names

By ALS MAHMOUD
He says the Soviets have vices Institute
Associated Press Writer
abandoned the policy of gradual
Erickson is considered an exCAIRO (AP) — Some
escalation in favor of a quick pert on Soviet affairs. He has
"big bang" approach. ‘.
made many trips to the Soviet
aspects of the long-dead
John Erickson. professor of Union and is said to be personpast still are alive in parts
higher defense studies at ally acquainted with some of
of modern Egypt.
Edinburgh University, gave Russia's top generals and
Names, for example, such as
this assessment in a report pub- strategists.
Isis. Nefertiti, ancTliarnses still
new
The
Soviet
military
doclished by the Royal United Serare used by some contemPorary
Egyptians In the old days. Isis
trine, he said in his report "Sowas the mother goddess of anviet Military Power," is clearly
cient Egypt, Nefertiti the wife
shown in the Red Army's massive war games held in Central Federal State Market News of the hunter-king Tut Ankh
By United Press International
Service
Amun, and Ramses a warriorEurope
PARIS—Orly Airport officials
December
1 king
ni artillery hit the frontier town
The 1967 games, he said. Wednesday
said today they believed a
In addition to names, some
of Agatarla in a sustained were based almost entirely on Mayfield, Kentucky
Pakistan Airlines plane was
assault against an airstrip a conventional weapons but the Farmers Livestock Market: present-day village dwellers
being stopped by a gunman
also are influenced by the anshort distance from the Indo- 1970 exercises were based on a Livestock weighed on arrival.
cient
from leaving for Karachi. They
practices of medicine,
mixture
of
conventiona
l
and
nuPakistan border. The Press
black magic. and burial of the
said the craft was standing
Cattle this week 900
Trust of India news agency said clear weapons
dead.
motionless on the tarmac after
"Cardinal_ipportance,- he Calves this week 54
at least five persons were killed
-Some 30 centuries back.
wrote,
attached to the intraveling only some 200 yards
and 45 wounded in an artillery itial
Egyptians worshipped the sun.
strike" and surprise is con- COMPARED
of its takeoff. Radio communiTO LAST WEEK: Today, when a village child
barrage on the town Thursday. sidered all imp- irtant.
cations were severed, but
Salughter cows, calves and looses a tooth he hurls it at the
The
Soviets
now
are
capable
mechanics who approached the
take
WASHINGTON — Administra- of advancing by as much as 70 yealers steady., Slaughter Bulls sun and cries: "Oh. sun
plane said they thought they
feeders 1.00-2.00 this buffalo tooth. and give me
tion sources said today that miles a day. They have a highly .50 higher,
saw an armed bandit behind
another which looks like the
higher.
President Nixon told Premier developed airlift capacity
the pilot in the cockpit.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility tooth of a bride."
During the 1940 war games,
Golda Meir he thinks it would
In Talkha, a village in the
Ix unnecessary and unwise for 8.000 parachute tops and 160 19.50-22.50, Cutter 17.50-19.50, Nile Delta
region, the family of
PHNOM PENH—Buses, taxis the U.S.
vehicles were dropped in a Canner 15.50-17.50.
to order an early
a sick person place a loaf of,
and motorcycle-drawn carts
space of 22 minutes.
SLAUGHTE
R BULLS: Utility bread under his head
resumption of shipments of
to drive
Erickson said Moscow has
carried thousands of Cambo- American
F4 Phantom jet 630 medium range ballistic mis- over 1,000 lbs 24.75-26.75.
away evil spirits This custom.dian soldiers and civilians down
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND mentioned in the pyramid texts,
planes to Israel. They added, siles targeted on Western EuHighway 6, in a flight that
howevaL, that the chief execu- rope These missiles can be VEALERS. Choice 180-240 the. was popular 3.000 years ago
spelled apps. era defeat of tive
(Velem 40.00-45.00, selected high
Tourists who visit the Cairo
Mrs.
:Law/ karmed with either nuclear or
Cambodia's great ambition to Israel
Choice up to 50.00, mixed Good 'Museum find the statue of a
will get sufficient mater- nerve gas warheads
reopen the road and perhaps re- iel to
"Soviet commentary on the and Choice 180-240 lbs. 36.00-40.00, noted healer called Zed-her
protect herself over the
take the national shrine, the long
'nuclear battlefield.' Erickson mixed Good and Choice 240-350 with inscribed formulas for difrun.
ferent illnesses The inscription
temple at Angkor Wat. The
says, "lays great stress on the lbs. Calves 32.00-36.00.
includes
this note. "If you are
towns and stretch of highway
depth
and
FEEDER
destructive
ness
STEERS:
of
Choice
WASHINGTON—President
suffering of an illness, pour
were abandoned to the Commu- Nixon
has scheduled a working the initial mass nuclear 300-400 lbs. 40.50-43.50, high fresh water on mrstzetde The
strike "
nists at the personal order of weekend
Choice up to 45.00, 400-5.00 lbs.
at his Biscayne Bay
He adds. "The crucial n41,,ure 37.50-40.50, 500-600 lbs. 35.00-37.50, water will run into the inailing Prime Minister Lon Nol. villa,
during which he plans to of this first strike,
scription and will thus have
which is
Military sources said Lon Nol make
a department-by-depart- vital to the subsequent evolu- mixed Good and Choice 300-400 healing power Drink the water
was anxious to avoid a military
ment review of the annual tion of 'the battle' would cer• lbs., 37.50-40.50, 400-500 lbs. 34.50- and you will be cured "
setback with high casualties.
Unfortunately, the statue
budget he will submit to tainly impel the Soviet com- 37.50, 500-600 lbs. 32.00-34.50,
Congress next month. The mand to commit an appreciable Good 300-400 lbs. 34.50-37.50, 400- cannot be touched and anyone
NEW DELHI—All-India Ra- budget
will be the largest in the proportion of their available 500 lbs. 32.00-34.50, 500-600 lbs. pouring water on it would be
dio reported today that Pakista- nation's
arrested.
warheads — probably as much 29.00-32.00.
history.
Today, the power of written
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
300-400 lbs. 32.00-35.00, high words still prevails among
Choice up to 37.00-400-500 lbs. Egyptian peasants In some vil31.00-33.00, 500-600 lbs. 29.00-31.00, lages sick persons dangle from
their necks "Higabs." written
600-700 lbs. 27.00-29.00, mixed
prescriptions prepared by holy
Good and Choice 300-400 lbs. men and wrapped
in cloth. They
29.00-32.00, 500 lbs. 31.00-33.00, are claimed to have a healing
500-600 lbs. 29.00-31.00, 600-700 lbs. effect.
27.00-29.00, mixed Good and
Some wealthy peasants wrap
Choice 300-400 lbs. 29.00-32.00, their dead in 100 meters of
400-500 lbs. 27 00-31.00, 500-600 lbs. cloth, a protection against
speedy disintegration They' are
26.00-29.00
influenced by the ancient pharaonic custom of mum
FOOD ADDICT
mification Islam forbids the
CAIRO tUP1)—Hiurunan Mo- use of decorative or expensive
ainammaati
...a. he may shrouds. When the prophet Moend up in jail because he eats hamed died he was buried
too much. He has asked the
police for help. Tura'i told
authorities his appetite is so
enormous he eats up to 60
small loaves of bread a day, in
addition to his other normal
food.
He said the cost of the bread
Is beyond his meager salary
Bel-Air Shopping Center
and he soon may have to resort
to begging, illegal in Egypt and
753-8391
could land him in jail. He has
filed
a complaint against
himself, asking the police to
help him find a way out of his
dilemma.

Federal State
Market Report

World News In Brief ...

wrapped in his cloak.
Like the ancients, Egyptians
today light lamps at tombs during feast days. bring food and
cookies and go for a family
"visit" to the cemetaries in
order to "please the dead •
In modern Egypt. the eldest
son of a dead person descends
into the grave to loosen the
wrapping on the body The origin of that practice was found in
the pyramid texts, which say .
"Horus comes to you, to separate your bandage and fling off
your bonds.''
Horus was the son-god the
eldest boy of Orisis, god of the
dead Isis was his mother
'-'The Wildlife Management Institute will sponsor a North
American wildlife and natural
resources conference in Mexico
City next March 12-15.

•

to wait for another flock in order to collect 2 more geese. We
didn't have to wait long, a flock of 6 had sneaked in behind us; we
froze fast. I had to fight an urge to peek out from under the bW of
my cap to check their position and I'm glad I did. "Now" Jim
yelled as he came out shooting. He dropped the 1st goose with one
shot and pulled on another to his left he shot and the goose
staggered but kept on flapping and gaining
altitude. "Shoot
him," Jim hollered. I pulled out in front of the goose that must
have been 70 yards high by now, and pulled the trigger. As the old
magnum spoke the goose folded and fell well ouside the decoy
spread. We later stepped the distance to where he fell, at 67
yards."What a lucky shot!", Jim exclaimed, and I must agree it
is one of the longest shots I've ever made. We climbed out of the
pit with the last of our equipment and guns, ready to head for the
house. As we walked toward the car I told Jim, "Anyone who
thinks he has hunted geese should just see whets available here.
They should definitely try a goose hunt near Reelfoot Lake. I can
guarantee an experience of a lifetime, and if they're lucky enough
to team up with Jim King the guarantee goes triple.
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A little something
to help you through
the profit squeeze.
The Datsun Pickup. It can save you son'
in times of need. Like money. It doesn't
cost much to buy. At up to 25 miles per
gallon, it doesn't cost much to run. And run
it does. Overhead cam engine. Four-speed
synchromesh stick shift. Torsion bar front
suspension. Heavy duty rear: The Datsun
Pickup, It's America's number one sbIlinci
import truck. Small wonder.

Drive a Datsun ...then decide.

COME EARLY

/0
BALSAM FIR
NORWAY SPRUCE
SCOTCH PINE

AND
PICK OUT THE TREE
YOU WANT AND HAVE
IT PREPARED ON A
PARTICULAR DAY TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

ie

FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

Lassiter-McKinney Datsun
* Open Evenings Til 8:00
South 12th Street

\
I.

.. and it's snowing
every color in the
rainbow to dress
them up just the
way you like!

* 3 to 10 Foot *
Cut or Living

DATSUN
*

Free

Balsam Fir

Landscape

Wreaths & Garlands

Design
and
Estimate

for Door and Window Decorations
-

Wreaths in 12, 18 8 24 Inches
Garlands in 10 Ft. Sections
trir'
lisLiata. a

Phone /53 7114

• •

(Ask About Our Trick To Keep Cut Trees Green)

Christmas
Hours:
(Dec. 6 thru
Dec. 23)
q am to
pm Mon.
thru Thurs.
9:00 am to
8:00 pm
Fri & Sat.
1-5 Sunday
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Murray High Frosh Drop India . . .
Game To South Marshall

Rev. T. J. Powell
Is Church Pastor
Now For Oak Grove

SATURDAY—DECEMBER 4, 1971

Hike In Dark Tobacco
Quotas Asked By Group

(Continued from Page 1)
In Washington, the State
Department said it would
reserve comment on the events
Rev. Thomas J. Powell, native
By !ME BRANDON
Marshall edged to a 29-24 lead at on the Indian-Pakistan
i.5RKSV1LLE, Tenn., Dec. servation Service tobacco divii border of Marshall County, is now
Approximately 100 farmers sion.
halftime.
—
3
until
serving
later
today. "Obviously,
as the pastor of the Oak
The Murray High freshmen
Todd noted Thursday that the
tobacco industry represenand
The
second
disaster
was
hald
a
we're following the situation Grove Baptist Church, Puryear,
basketball team opened its
tatives ha v e suggested that total supply of dark-fired leaf is
for Murray as the Rebels of South very closely,"
said a spokes- Term.
season Thursday evening by
-fired tobacco quotas be in- 88.7 million pounds, or the total
Marshall outscored the Tigers 34- man for the department's
He is the former pastor of the dark
Indodropping a 63-47 decision to the
creased by 10 per cent for 1972. of stocks on hand plus the'esti19 to take the 16 point victory. Pakistan working
Hamlett Baptist Church in
group.
South Marshall freshmen.
mate of this year's production.
Among the group recommendYahya Says It's War
Marshall County and attended
Murray led briefly in the first Center Phil Miller led the
ing the quail alteration were That figure is 2.1 year's supply,
scoring for Murray wits; 22 points Political sources close
to the the Mid-Continent Baptist Bible James Marvin, Mayfield, Ky., well below 2.8 years' supply
quarter but by the time the
quarter had ended the young in a fine effort. Brad Barnett Indian cabinet said today the College, Mayfield, and the president of the Dark-Fired To- which is considered a normal
Tigers were down 16-14. Dale chipped in with 12 points. Larry government was edging toward Georgetown
College
at bacco Dealers Ass'n and Holmes stock.
McGregor led the Rebels with 22 possible recognition
Todd said use of the leaf,
McCuiston tied the game in the
of the Georgetown. He plans to con- Ellis, Murray, Ky., general manabout one-half of which is exsecond quarter by stealing and points while three other team- Bangle Desh rebel government tinue his education at Murray ager for the Western Dark-Fired
ported, has exceeded producdriving for a layup to knot the mates hit double figures.
in East Pakistan.
State University.
Tobacco Growers Ass'n.
tion for the past five years.
score at 21 apiece with 3:21 left in South Marshall 16 13 15 19-63 Foreign Secretary T. N. Kaul, Rev. Powell is married to the
also
group
The
proposed
that
14 14 7 12 —47 when asked by newsmen
The situation is not as good
the half. The score was tied three Murray
about former Karen Reeves of Lone quotas for dark air-cured leaf
South (13) Morgan 6, Mathis 11, such a move, replied,
for the dark air-cured types—
times after that before South
"wait and Oak and they have one daughter, remain unchanged.
McGregor 22, Ivey 12 and
Green River and one-sucker—
Lydia Joy, born November 18 at
Man:In said "the time is here
McLeod 12.
since the combined supply of
India has openly supported the Murray-Calloway County to look at the possibility of reMurray (47) Alexander 2, the rebel
these tobaccos is about 3.3
Bangle Desh Bengal Hospital.
moving quotas entirely from
Buchannan 3, Ferguson 2, Miller Land) government,
years' duration, he added.
The church invites the public to dark-fired tobacco."
exiled in
Todd indicated the Agricul22, McCuiston 6 and Barnett Calcutta. The
rebel government attend the services at the Oak
From The
He warned of a "disaster ,
ture Secretary probably would
12.
declared its independence from Grove Church to hear Rev. not too far away" referring to
make his decision on quotas by
The Murray Middle School Pakistan
March 26 and since Powell.
a fear that an under-produced
Christmas.
eighth graders lost to the South has been
fighting politically and
tobacco crop in short supply will
Marshall
eighth
graders
in
the
CITED
FOUR
By United Press International
n battle for autonorny from
drive foreign buyers to other
Four persons were cited by the markets.
NEW DELHI—Indian Foreign preliminary contest 51-48. The President
Yahya's
military
,,is a
Secretary T.N. Kaul responding game was close until the final government at Islambad, West Murray Police Department
real pleasure not to
to questions from newsmen who seconds when Murray lost the Pakistan, more than 1,000 miles yesterday and last night. They have to talk about
cuts," said
ball
with
only
eight
seconds
to
be to the west.
were one for public drunkenness,
asked if a war had begun
(Continued from Page 1)
Joseph Todd, deputy director o.
played in the game. Bob Wilder President
one
driving
for
while
between India and Pakistan:
intoxicated
Yahya in a PakisU.S. Department of Agricul- way Department. He is survived
the
"India has not declared war paced the Murray eighth graders tan radio broadcast in Karachi and driving on suspended license, ture's Stabilization and Conby his wife, Mrs. Ophie Lee
oo Pakistan. However we are with 24 points.
today said his country was at one for speeding and disregarMiller Steele, and one daughter,
ding a stop sign, and one for
going to take moves in our self- South Marshall 12 14 12 13-51 war with India.
Miss Sharon Steele, both of 106
defense to protect our territor- Murray Middle 13 10 9 16-48 "It has always b6en India's expired license and disregarding
RUTH CLASS
North
17th Street, Murray; two
a
stop sign, according to the
ial integrity. India reserves the South(51) Arent 22, Mathis 2, hope and ambition to weaken
The Ruth Sunday School Class
sisters, Mrs. Herman Lassiter of
right of taking .any action that Oakley 4, Hendon 4, Richards 2 Pakistan and crush it," Yahya citation reports.
of the First Baptist Church will
Murray Route Four and Mrs.
is necessary or right to and Etheridge 15.
meet Monday, December 6, at
said. "India's latest and masCleo
Ferguson of Highland Park,
Murray(48) Boone 8, Frank 2, sive attack will be the last
safeguard her own security and
6:30 p.m. in the church dining
and
Mich.; two
brothers, Minus
integrity and to stop the Wilder 24, Hibbard 6, Tabers 4, the biggest war with Pakistan.
hall for a potluck dinner with
Steele of Murray Route Four and
McDougal 2 and Grogan 2.
oppression in Bangle Desh."
husbands
as
guests.
We have tolerated enough.
Robert Steele of Murray Route
The
Eighth grade cheerleaders this "Tell the enemy that every
Christian
Three.
Youth
WASHINGTON — Clarence
year are: Lee Ann Boone, Linda Pakistani is ready to die for his Fellowship of the First Christian RENT INCREASES
Funeral arrangements are
Mitchell, Washington director
country," he said.
Church will meet Sunday, WASHINGTON
(UPI) —An incomplete, but friends may call
of the NAACP, urging the Ransom, Beverly Barnett, Karen But in New
Delhi, Foreign December 5, at 5:30 p.m. in the Internal Revenue
Allbritten, Debbie Emerson,
Service ruling at the Max Churchill Funeral
Senate to defeat Assistant
Candy Walker, Vicki Cun- Secretary Kaul said, "India has church library.
requires landlords to justify Home after two p.m. today
Attorney General William H.
not declared war on Pakistan. Special guests will be David
ningham and Kim Fox.
increases in rent by opening (Saturday).
Rehnquist's proposed appointHowever, we are going to take Logan, freshman history major
Sheriff Steele expressed his
their books to tenants.
mate to the Supreme Court:
moves in our self-defense to from Louisville and a member of
The IRS said Friday tenants deep appreciation and thanks to
'Me nomination is a gratuiprotect our territorial integrity. the Murray State freshman
may legally refuse to pay rent the members of the Calloway
tous insult to black Americans,
India reserves the right of basketball team, and Joe Kent,
increases unless their landlords County Fire-Rescue Squad and
especially the great majority
taking any action that is business major at Murray State
can document that increases also other persons who joined in
wIso look to the court for
necessary or right to safeguard University.
I Continued from Page 1)
the search for Polk Steele, his
are necessary.
orderly redress of wrongs."
her own security and integrity
Logan served as student
cousin.
a drive to put Mayfield up 73-43. and to stop the
oppression in representative on the Mayor's
Clinton Turner played an Bangle Desh."
CHICAGO—Hatrolman John
Crime Commission in Louisville
Thompson explaining how he outstanding game for the Car3rd Indo-Pak War
while in high school and he will
agprehended the man who dinals.
Turner sparkled on The statement was seen
as a share his perspectives on "Black
k
ked down an 82-year-old defense and along with Ford clear indication
that India Attitudes Today Among Our
, grabbed his money and combined for 46 of the Cardinals' intends to push
offensive action Youth".
.•
75 points.
in East Pakistan until the area
A group discussion will follow
tIt
' was all the money he , the
Ford played a fine ball game is under full control of
the rebel the talks by the speakers. All
' ) had in the world. I just also. One might expect a team movement
that
has
been young people are urged to attend.
kapt him , the suspect , under with an All-American to center fighting the
civil war for
surveillance and when he went their entire offense around that independence for eight months.,
en 1iouse
en
,
inside and posed as a customer, individual. But Ford showed fine It is the third time the two
leadership on the floor and neighbors have been at war.
I WId too."
amazed the crowd with his fine The first was in 1947-48 and the
passing, deadly shooting and second, primarily in the wesexpert ballhandling. Ford scored tern sector of Kashmir, in 1965.
20 points before leaving the game East and West Pakistan are
"Hoeing your own row" will be
in the final two minutes.
separated by more than 1,000 the sermon subject for Bre. Dean
Coach Jerry Conley's Lakers miles of Indian
territory. Ross at the Murray Christian
had three men in double figures. Pakistan, predominantly MosChurch worship service at 10:45
Sophomore Randy Shelton turned lem, was partitioned from India
a.m. on Sunday.
Jim Dunnaway of Mayfield in a creditable performance for
in 19479 India has a population Bro. Clarence Wilkinson and
Route One in the Tri City corn- the Lakers and led the team in
of 537 million and Pakistan 132 Bro. Glenn Mangold will be
niunity was claimed by death on scoring with 12 points. James
million, 75 million of whom live serving the communion service.
Friday at 9:30 p.m. at the Wells chipped in with 11 points
in East Pakistan.
There will be a guest quartet,
Veterans Hospital, Memphis, while Greg Howard fired in 10.
All-India Radio, meanwhile from Owosso, Michigan,
Tenn. He was 79 years of age.
Calloway County waltzed over reported the government in
bringing the special music.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Mayfield in the preliminary
Panjab State, south of Kashmir
Alice Dunnaway of Mayfield game 59-38. The game was never
and the border with West The Murray Christian Church
Route One; one son, Gerald close as the young Lakers outand the Murray Christian
Pakistan, ordered a "perDunnaway of San Antonio, played 'and
Folded or
out hustled the manent blackout in areas Fellowship will have their Open
Texas; one sister, Mrs. Allen Mayfield team. Hubbard and
House from one to four p.m. this
on Hangers
within
40
miles
of
the
,Hanley of Mayfield Route One; Sherd] led Mayfield with eight
Sunday. Everyone is welcomed to
international border."
`four grandchildren.
come and see the facilities. At
points apiece while Ferguson
Tito Urges Settlement
Funeral arrangements are paced Calloway with 14.
two p.m. the college choir and the
military
spokesman in
incomplete, but friends may call Thompson and Futrell chipped in A
Calcutta said Indian Air Force Owosso quartet will be bringing
at the Max Churchill Funeral with eight points.
planes carried out air strikes in an hour of gospel music. Refresh
Home after one p.m. on Sunday. Mayfield's Varsity Cardinals
East Pakistan against defense ments will be served.
for
The evening service will start
now have two victories in the two and
other installations
of
contests they have played during strategic importance in the at seven p.m. on Sunday. Gospel
the young season. The Cardinals capital of Dacca, the nearby singing and a discussion con$1 00
will seek win number three when industrial town of Narayanganj, cerning the Christian faith will be
they entertain North Marshall, at Chandpur 60 miles to the the subject matter, Bro. Ross
All week special]
Tuesday.
southeast and the .Bay of said.
The Lakers will visit arch-rival Bengal port city of Chittagong,
Murray High tonight for the 150 miles southeast of Dacca.
opener in the new Murray High The spokesman said an oil ITALIAN CRIME
ROME (UPI) — Police
Clifton Mason of Kirksey Route' gym. Gametime will be 8:00 p.m. refinery in Chittagong was
in
cracked down on crime IT
One died Friday at 3:50 p.m at Mayfield
21 14 19 21-75 flames.
the Benton Municipal Hospital. Calloway
8 14 13 17-52 President Tito of Yugoslavia several parts of Italy toda
He was 68 years of age and a
Mayfield 75) Turner 26, sent urgent messages to Indian with hundreds of roadblock
retired farmer.
Lovelace 3, Moore 6, Anderson 9, Prime Miniter Mrs. Indira and checks on bars and
'The deceased was a member of Ford 20, Sanderson 2, and Gandhi and President Yahya nightclubs. Authorities said the
the New Liberty Baptist Church. Waldrop 9.
today, expressing his deep crackdown netted more than 50
He was born October 17, 1903, and
Calloway 152) Wells 11, Duncan concern at the border clashes stolen automobiles, 120 painthis parents were the late Tommy 3, Shelton 12, Waters 4, Howard and theats of war, the British ings and quantities of other
Mason and Laura Crowder 10, Stockdale 7, Thompson 4 and Broadcasting Corp. reported stolen goods. Also seized were
dozens
illegally-owned
of
Mason.
Futrell 1.
from Belgrade. In his messafirearms,
including
two subHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
ges. Tito appealed to both
Jessie Wyatt Mason of Kirksey
leaders to settle the situation machine guns, 3,700 rounds of
ammunition and 460 pounds of
Route One; one daughter, Mrs.
peaceably.
explosives.
Janie Palmer of Kirksey Route
reported
also
that
BBC
"the
In addition, police arrested
One; two sons, Walter B. Mason
Indian Navy had been given
persons for driving stolen cars
and Roy Brooks Mason, both of
orders to sink 'enemy warships
Itirksey Route One; two sisters, Bro. Roy Beasley will speak on and cut all communications or committing other crimes,
All work done on the premises and the
Mrs. Zelrna Tynes of Mayfield the subject, "God Never Fails" between East and West Pakis- brought criminal charges
quality of our work is always guaranteed
against more than 100 other
Route Five and Mrs. Ernestine at the 10:40 a.m, service on tan."
persons, confiscated 11 driving
9troud of Peoria, Ill., ; five Sunday, December 5, at the
TRUCKERS' HIRING CODE
to your satisfaction.
licenses and issued nearly 1,300
brothers, Leonard, Jewel Lee, Seventh and Poplar Church of
WASHINGTON f UPI) —The tickets for traffic violations.
stud Felix Mason, all of Detroit Christ.
Employment Opportunity
Randy Wright will read the Equal
Mich., Rex Mason of FarCommission
has asked the
glington, and Adolph Mason of scripture from Joshua 1:5-6.
Interstate Commerce CommisMayfield Route Five; five Prayers are scheduled to be led
sion to stop 15,000 interstate
grandchildren;
great by Earl Nanny and Tommy
one
trucking firms from discriminColson.
(grandchild.
The regular services will be
against women, blacks
ating
The Jerusalem Conference"
Funeral services will be held
and Spanish-surnamed Amen- held at the West Murray Uhur,
nday at two p.m. at the chapel will be the theme for the six p.mn
in their hiring practices. of Christ, located at Doran Fie.,
the Linn Funeral Home with sermon with the scripture from
equal employment group at Holiday Drive, on Sunday,
The
Rev. Robert Morre officiating. Acts:15:22-31 to be read by Garry
contended there was a "sliame- December 5.
Burial will be in the Mt. Olive Evans. James Lamb and Amos
Bro. Bobby Witherington,
ful pattern" in the trucking
cemetery in Calloway County Hill will lead the prayers.
industry of excluding women minister of the church, will be
Jim Gough will make the an*ith the arrangements by the
and racial minority groups speaking at the 10:50 a.m. and six
Ann Funeral Home, Benton, nouncements and Josiah Darnall
fromvell but the lowest-paying p.m. services. Bible Study for all
will direct the song service.•
where friends may call.
ages will be held at ten a.m.
jobs.

Quotes

News

Polk Steele...

Youth Fellowship
To Meet On Sunday

Calloway...

(Continued train Pagel)
Johnson Boulevard, pulled out
onto South 12th Street and
collided with the Cooper car
going south on South 12th Street,
according to the police report.
Damage to the Cooper car was
on the front part and to the
Wilson and Hatcher car on the
left side.
Cars involved in a collision at
six p.m. at the intersection of
South 12th and Sycamore Streets
were a 1966 Chevrolet four door
owned by Donald Edwards and
driven by Richard Earl Edwards
of 1307 Vine Street, Murray,and a
1970 Buick four door hardtop
driven by Robert N. Trotter of
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Police said Trotter, going east
on Sycamore Street, made a left
turn onto South 12th Street and
collided with the Edwards car
going west on Sycamore Street.
Damage to the Chevrolet was on
the right front fender and bumper
and to the Buick on the right side.
Another collision occurred at
4:17 p.m between a Charger two
door hardtop owned by Crouse
Motor Sales and driven by Jan
Alice Cooper of 323 Woodlawn,
Murray,and a 1967 Plymouth two
door hardtop owned by Maurene
Phatman and driven by Rodney
Dewey Phatman of Route One,
Water Valley.
Police said the Cooper car had
pulled off of Highway 641 North
onto the shopping center parking
lot and was going east on the lot.
The Phatman car was going
north in the parking lot, the police
said.
Damage to the Cooper car was
on the right door, but damage to
the Plymouth was not listed on
the police report.
ALMO BOARD
The executive board of the
Almo School Parent-Teacher
Association will meet Monday,
December 6, at 1:30 p.m. at the
school.

Dr. Mayfield
Dies At 65;
Funeral Set

Th

HARDIN, Ky., Dec. 3—Dr. F.
M. Mayfield, 65, Hardin chiropractor, died at 3:30 p.m. Thursday at his home here after suffering a heart attack.
He was a member of Hardin
and Dexter United Methodist
Church.
Dr. Mayfield is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mildred Mayfield;
a daughter, Mrs. Susan French
of Atoka, Term.; a son, Robert
Eugene Mayfield, Blytheville
Air Force Base, Ark.; a sister,
Miss Lucille Agnes Mayfield of
Mount Vernon, Ill.; a brother,
John Neal Mayfield of Metropolis, flI., and six grandchildren.
dren.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday at 7 p.m. at
Collier Funeral Chapel in Ben
ton by the Rev. Thomas Bu,
lock.
Following t h e services the
body will be taken to Myers
Funeral Home in Mount Vernon
Burial will be Sunday at Dal-,
wood Cemetery in Mount Venon.
Friends may call at Collier'
after 6 p.m. today.

GRAND-STRATEGY
CAIRO (UM—The headquarters of a group of opium
smugglers had been established
in a sprawling city cemetery,
police knew, but they could
never get near enough to nab
members of the gang. Whenever they organized a raid, the
gang was tipped off by the
cemetery guards and disappeared.
The authorities last week
tried a new trick. They
organized a bogus funeral,
hoodwinked the guards, and
grabbed five of the gang before
they could scatter.

THE HUN(;F
world At th(
distribution II
center left ,

SPECIALS!

Be Held On Sunday
At Murray Church

Jim Dunnaway
Passes Away

Accidents...
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Atnica s Lase'
eggs and milk

Mon.-Tue.-Wed., Dec. 6, 7, 8
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WILL I

ONE EIHOUR

CLEANERS
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5

Clifton Mason
Succumbs At
Benton Hospital

GOOD h

DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
Located Central Shopping Center
Across From New Murray Stadium
A ubsidiary of Begley Drug Co

Trousers - Sport coats
Sweaters - Skirts

Sermon Subjects
Listed For Sunday

B

CENTRAL /7\lb One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
SHOPPING
OPEN: 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
CENTER
PHONE 753-9084
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Bobby Witherington
Is Church Speaker
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The Fa mine Watchers
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UCLA Starts Cage Season With 'A
105-49 Thrashing Of Citadel

ROME (AP)
In
70 countries around the
world international civil
servants are practicing a new
By BOB DI PIETRO
hands, though—he shot 69 per Kansas State and St. Joseph's
profession - famine watcher
UPI Sports Writer
cent as a member of last year's (Pa.) turned back University of
They are regional officials of
He's 6-foot-11 and a redhead. unbeaten freshman squad—or
the U. S Food and Agriculture
Pacific 64-58 in the opening
He bridles when asked to cut his awesome defensive
organization FAO I who have
skills.
round of the first annual Time
his hair. He's been called the
been assigned the additional
Back court ace Henry Bibby Zone tournament in BY11's new .
By United Press Internatioaid
State, which takes on quickest man alive in getting
duty of standing guard in an
Nebraska, Oklahoma
and Texas in the Cotton Bowl, the ball off the boards and out —one of the "old guard" as a multi-million dollar activities'
early warning system against
member of two straight NCAA center.
Penn State, three of the should have the
disastrous food shortages
toughest time on the break.
title clubs—led all scorers with The Cougars will face St.
nation's
top
five
college
!Gotha
FAO set up the system on the
today of the three top teams.
He's a sophomore with tricky
basis that although man may be teams, put their top ranking on The Nittay Lions must deflate a knees who's being counted on to a career-high 26 points. That Joseph's for the tournament raised Bibby's three-year varsiable to do nothing about cy- the line one last time today stubborn Tennessee defense continue a
dynasty. He's Bill ty scoring total to 849 points as title tonight with Pacific and'
clones and earthquakes. the when they conclude regular that has given
Kansas State paired in the ••
many high- Walton, the center of UCLA, the senior from Franklin
ton, consolation game.
perennial disasters of famine season play.
powered offenses trouble this and his 19 points and 14
N.C. attempts to become the
stemming from floods, drought
No. 1 Nebraska is a 40 point season.
rebounds Friday night helped 12th Bruin in the school's Sophomore Byron ( Snake)
or plant and animal diseases favorite to whip Hawaii,
Jones, a 6-foot-9 forward and
No.
3 Linebacker Jackie Walker overpower the Citadel 105-49 as
can be foreseen.
history to score more than transfer from Selma )Ala. )
Oklahoma is a 32 point choice and defensive back
the
Brunins
Bobby
launched
the 1971- 1,000.
By early warning, the sufferover Oklahoma State and No. 5 Majors, both All-Amer
Junior College, netted a gameing and damage that these
icans, 72 season in quest of their sixth
The Bruins once had a center high 23 points to spark the
Penn
State
is
an
11
point
pick
will have to stop Penn State's straight national championship.
cause in crop failure, hunger.
named Lew Alcindor whose University of San Francisco to
starvation and widespread pov- over 12th-ranked Tennessee. In sensational running back Lydell The gangling post man from
a 76-67 season-opening win over
erty may be lessened or avert- other games, Miami (Fla.) Is Mitchell. Mitchell has scored 28 La. Mesa, Calif. has to apply 2,325 points tops the list.
In other games Friday, a 30three over Syracuse and San touchdowns this season
ed.
and has heat packs to his knees before point outburst by Kresirnir Stanford.
Also, San Diego State edged
These disasters seldom are Diego State is 14 over North proven almost unstoppable dur- every Bruin practice and ice
Cosic paced Brigham Young— Nebraska 63-61 on a 20-foot
felt any more in the richer. Texas State.
icg the Nittany Lions' first 10 packs afterward. There's nothranked 14th in the UPI pre- jumper by Chris Marlow at the
Nebraska, fresh from a victories.
industrial countries of the
ing questionable about his season poll—to
a 78-72 win over final buzzer, Penn State surworld But throughout the two- Thanksgiving Day victory over
•
thirds of the earth that is poor Oklahoma and headed toward
prised highly-regarded Princeand predominantly agricultural an Orange Bowl showdown with
ton 72-70, Wyoming topped
— jhe developing countries of No. 2 Alabama, must guard
Idaho State 90-79, Washington
Africa. Asia. the Middle East against an emotiona
State clobbered Montana 73-55
l letdown
and Latin America — dis- against
and Washington felled Portland
Hawaii, 7-3.
astrous crop failures are freThe Cornhuskers flew west to
State 101-85 as all five Husky
quent Hunger is commonplace
By VITO STELLINO
starters scored at least 17
And the dividing line between Hawaii early in the week and
fumble recovery play.
Besides the Washington-Giant points.
have been treated to balmy
UPI Sports Writer
hunger and starvation is thin
That loft Namath sklelined
game, there will be 10 other
The Bruins victory was theie
The FAO early warning sys- eieather and the generous Joe Namath seemingly can until last Sunday when
he was games on the Sunday schedule. 16th straight
tem seeks to spot crop failures hospitality of the natives. never dodge the spotlight.
since being upset
activated. He was scheduled for
in the making, and predict their Nebraska
mustn't let
the By a quirk in the schedule, only a token appearance but Miami is at New England, by an Austin Carr-driven Notre
extent and consequences in beaches and the hula girls ' the flamboyant quarterback's
Minnesota goes to San Diego, Dame last Jan. 23.
Bob Davis was injured in the
time to get emergency relief to interfere with the business
This year's version of the
at first start in almost two years second period. Since Al Woodall Oakland is at Atlanla, Buffalo
the scene.
is at Baltimore, Cincinnati is at perennial champs, expected to
will be on
hand.
national TV
had been put on the move list,
This relief is largely in the
Cleveland, Pittsburgh is at play the kind of fast-paced, .
To make sure the Cornhus- Saturday.
Davis' injury left Nemeth as
irform of lgod aid otaitied from
Houston, New Orleans is at Los graceful basketball of which
kers keep their minds on Namath, who came off the
the
the surplus of the over-producteam's only quarterback Angeles,
Philadelphia is at coach John Wooden is fondest,
ing countries, such as the Unit- football, 12,000 fans from bench last week to throw three except handyman John DockeDetroit, Chicago is at Denver received 16 points from Swen
touchdown
passes
Nebraska
team's
his
in
made
the trip to
ed States, Canada. Western Eury, who is mainly a defensive
rope. Japan. Australia and New Hawaii to cheer their team on. 24-21 loss to San Francisco, will back and hasn't played qaarter- and Green Bay is at St. Louis. Nater, 12 from sophomore,
In the Monday night TV game, Keith Wilkes and 10 from Larry •
Oklahoma, which plays Au- make his first start in 2(1 back
Zealand
since high school.
Kansas
City
is
at
San Farmer.
Within the past year early burn in the Sugar Bowl, goes regular season games Saturday
Namath, even though he Francisco
leZ
.
As for the Citadel ...
warnings from the famine against traditional rival Oklaho- when the New York Jets travel showed signs
.,4
of his long layoff,
watchers have forestalled fa- ma State at Stillwater, Okla. to Dallas to meet the Cowboys.
was equal to the task as he
14
mine disasters or eased the suf- The Sooners hope to get back
NamathNamathhasn't started in a
fering in four parts of the on the right track after their regular season game since the completed 11 of 27 for 285 yards
and three touchdowns. He
world
heartbreaking loss to Nebraska. fifth contest of last year when almost
beat the Forty-niners
13
The warning system foresaw
he was injured in a game
but an intercepted pass in the
the failure of maize, rice and
against the Baltimore Colts and
Friday's College Basketball
end zone on the final play of
millet crops this year in the
Howard Kline and family formally of Kline's
sidelined for the rest of the
Results
little West African nation of
the game saved the game for
Grocery, New Concord, wish to take this opseason.
By
United
Press
Internatio
nal
Gambia in time to send in
San Francisco.
He was healthy and looked
portunitv to thank our many friends for their
enough emergency food to feed Covpn St. 89 Jhns Hpltris 88 lot)
The national TV audience
150.000 people. more than a St. Francis (NY) 103 Pace 80 sharp in the first half against today will get a chance to see
patronage for the past ten years.
third of the population, for 40 N.H. Coll, 90 FrriltIn Pierce 53 the Detroit Lions in the first Namath throw
against the
exhibition game this season but
crucial days.
Gnso St. 112 Wtrlo Lthrn 74
tough Dallas defense in a game
Iraq was hit by one of the Trnsylvnia 104 N. Kty. St. 93
he injured his knee when Paul
FHE lit NGRY — Famine periodically strikes around
It has been a pleasure doing business with the
that could have a key bearing
the
worst
droughts
in its history. Wagner 78 Juniata 64
Naumoff crashed into him on a
world At the top. hungry people wait for emergenc
people on earth and an experience we shall
finest
y food
on
the
NFC's
Eastern
Division
But the famine watchers Cheney 100 Mt. St. Mary's 50
distribution in Dacca. East Pakistan: an expectant mother
race.
always cherish and remember.
spotted signs of the ,disaster in
Icenter left I drinks emergency aid milk in Indi.1
•
The Jets, killed by a host of
reports of livestock mortalities Brigham young Taiiraameiii
Attica's Lesotho,trawler rmiklaneAginfor /NW children in
ipF
sags and mila. and,4111 hot
cod shortage
iniuries this year, are 4-7 but
he
tof
Oat Steward)
ns in the rural
We would also like to thank our friends for your
I. they could be spoilers in the
St. Jsph's (Pa.) 64 Pacific 58
areas
many flowers, cards, best wishes and prayers
race. Dallas is 8-3 and just a
Within two months $1 3 milhalf-game ahead of Washington.
during my time in the hospital.
lion worth of emergency food Wyoming 90 Idaho St. 79
A Jet victory combined with a
Sowstrn
(Tenn.)
supplies was on the way to the
115 Rs-Hlmn 87
Washington triumph over the
Athens 109 Troy St. 73
stricken regions
Words cannot express our gratitude. May God
New York Giants on Sunday
R.I.
Coll.
92
Bryant
74
1205 Chestnut Street
bless each of you.
Final judging of entries in the would vault the Redskins back
The FAO-U. N. world food San Diego St. 63 Nebraska 61
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce into first place.
program, which acquires and Hstn Bptst 103 Austin
Coll. 58
Dallas, of course, will be
All-Kentucky City program will
distributes the surplus food sup- Tex. (El
Paso)
McMurry
71
47
plies. has $10 million a year for
be held December 9 and 10 in going with Roger Staubach a
UCLA
105
Citadel
59
such emergency aid
Louisville. To be judged are the quarterback. After a half
But the organization has to Utah 87 San Jose St. 59
top
entries as selected in the season of indecision, Dallas
appeal to governments for Penn St. 72 Princeton 70
district phases of the program. Coach Tom Landry finally
more money when frequent or
The 1971 All-Kentucky City decided on the scramblin
Open 12:00 a.m. tOl 6.00 p m
major disasters make tfw
awards
will be presented in Staubach as his top quarter
RING STILL SIDELINED
amount inadequate
back and he has led th
DETROIT (UPI)—The De- February.
Cowboys to four
straigh
troit
Pistons'
hopes
for
Dave
ONE HOUR .SERV.:E
The annual program is con- victories.
Bing's early
return
were ducted by the All-Kentucky City
dashed Friday when it was Project Committee of
the Kenlearned the star guard could tucky Chamber's Total
Comnot possibly play before mid- munity Developm
ent Council.
January. Another evaluation The council is chaired by Paul
D.
GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DEC. 6-/8
will be taken early next month McCandless, Vice President
and
to determine the progress of General Manager
of South
surgery on a detached retina of Central Bell Telephone Company
Ladies or Mens Long
his right eye.
Singles
at Louisville. Chairman of the
All-Kentucky City Project
ILLIOPOLUS TO COMPETE
$
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. UPI) Committee is Dan Stewart,
of
Community
—Kula Illiopolus, Greece's 200- Director
including — Overcoats—Top Coats—Rain Coats etc.
yard backstroke champion, is Development, Kentucky Utilities
competing in this weekend's Company, Lexington.
FREE! Mothproofing—Mildew proofing
We have shirt laundry Services here'
Pepsico's Westchester swim
Out-of-state judges selected to
classic. The amateur athletic make the final decisions were
union -sanctioned event is for announced today by Kentucky
On. moue
teenage swimmers.
2 to 7 Ft
Chamber
Executive
Vice
I
President Philip A. Thompson.
LAVENDER RETURNED
They are Robert D. Rine,
ST. I.OUIS (UPI)—Brian Director
•
of
Industrial
Lavender ended his three-game Development, American Power
'-114,7‘ST a (';:`, .-...1(A5 r_l
debut
the National Hockey Company, New York; Gerald S.
League Friday when the St. Dailey, Area Development
East Side of Square
Louis Blues returned him to Manager of Public Service
Intheir Denver farm club in the diana, Plainfield, Indiana;
ONE HOUR SERVIC
and
Western Hockey League.
William M. Nash, Director of
Business Development, Greater
Knoxville Chamber of Commerce,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
Judging of entries in the eight
Selected
community development
Fresh Cut
districts of the program was
completed November 30. More
Scotch
Iaft
than 75 city entries were judged
4111.111Ip
S
0
on the district level.
Pine
S
In this 19th year of the Kentucky Chamber's "Opportunity
for Progress" activity, an entry
city must rate excellent in at
least four of the 11 categories in
order to be considered eligible for
judging as an "All-Kentucky
City." All entries are judged on
CHRISTMAS Pis
progress within the community in
* GOWNS
Open Every Sunday
relation to the community's
* DRESS SHIRTS Selected Sizes
* DRESSES
potential.
1:00-5:30
* PANTS
The final judging phase will be
*
CAPES
"The Gift & Garden .'pot
and Weekdays 9:00-9:00
conducted
at Stouffer's Louisville
* SPORT COATS
* SWEATERS
Of The Lakeland"
Inn. Awards in the program,
FREE PARKING! * FREE GIFT WRAPPING!
Open 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Every Day Until Christmas
including the coveted AllKIDS, WATCH FOR SANTA
Kentucky City recognition, will
HE'S COMING TO MOTHER GOOSE SOON!!
S Mi. North of Benton, Ky.
be prevailed-at -an awards lunHwy. 68 & 641 At The "Y"
cheon February 9 at the Phoenix
Hotel in Lexington.
Vq.fr5)-,

Nebraska, Oklahoma And
Penn State Play Today

oe Willle Set To Make First
Start In Over A Year Today

nal Judging
Of Cities In
Louisville

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Howard Kline
and Family

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

OFFER

CE

2/s 1.89

COATS

,flighillflizific

1

1 00

3ift83S NOON 3NO

Santa Claus Special

ONE-HOUR
Martinizin
Goose

tikot"

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
25%-50% Off
—BOYS
GIRLS —

*

3 DAYS ONLY!!
SUN.-MON.-TUE.

SALE

All Artificial Trees

20%

OFF

SHOP PLANTLAND
Best Selections In West Kentucky

* Gifts
* Musical Figurines
* Wreaths
* Door Pieces
* Candles
* Tinsels
* Garland
* Birds 8 Bees

PLANTLAND

TREES
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MLKRAY, KENTUCKY

A City Where canals Are Streets

cruising along the klongs is a
pleasant way to pursue the
gentle life, floating by spectacular temples with gilded
conical stupas and ornately
peaked roofs set off among
flowers
Bangkok has had to fill in
almost all of its klongs to build
roads. Now some experts say
the city's watery base is dropping underneath and Bangkok
might be underwater in 20
years
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are depressed
heat.
all paneled, has washer and
number during the hours
stop
smoking
and
they
think
offer.
Phone
D7C
753-4198.
phone 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.D7C
Brick well house. Storage snow tires also provide 'better hypnosis can help It can But without knowing it Then when
dryer outlets. $70.00 per month.
listed
they learn they've been bucking
o
building. Call us for the price of traction than normal tires.
Furnished or unfurnished. Phone
tire is skid-proof, though-so be not in one session or two It a masked depression. it motiHI
NEIGHB
OR!
this
Tried
very
Blue
desirable
property.
enerally
489-2595.
takes a series of ses- vates them
WURLITZER PIANOS &
D6C
to do something
Luitre for cleaning carpets? It's
Three bedroom brick home on careful.
s ns and perhaps even self- about it
Vegetable Plate
ORGANS
super!
Rent electric shampooer
Magnolia, large family room, two
13 Vegetabies)
FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM $1. Big K.
baths, living room, foyer, carD4C,
Sales aed Service
apartment. Air conditioned and
1.69
pets, dishwasher, built in range,
electric heat Strictly clean and
patio
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
TRIANGLE INN
nice. Water furnished. Located
two car garage. Large lot. Ready
CLEARANCE SALE ON
next to White Hall, adjoining
1,000 GALLON PROPANE gas to move into NOW.
USED MERCHANDISE
M.S.U. Campus. $85.00 per
tank. Price $125.00. Phone 753month. Couple only. No pets. 1 Kelvinator
1343.
D1OC Cypress Creek: Water front
Shop for Christmas
home on Cypress Creek. Now is
Phone 753-3805.
D6C 1 2 door refrigerator
the
time to buy this outstanding
Coldspot
1
refrigerat
or with
at The
home on one acre waterfront lot.
SEARS
bottom
ROEBUC
Coldspot
freezer
K
BEDROO
THREE
M unfurnished
refrigerator, like new. Less than 250' of water frontage. Three
house, close to University. Phone 1 Westinghouse 2 door
$100.00.
If interested phone 753- bedrooms, two baths, large living
753-5541.
DlOC frost free refrigerat
in Aurora, Ky.
or-freezer 1337.
D7P room with fireplace, big kitchen,
large screened in porch on two
1 GE Color T.V. console
FIVE ROOM house with bath, in
WURLITZER ORGAN, model sides of home overlooking the
country, five miles east of 1 GE Black & White
4059, like new. If interested phone water. House completely furMurray. Phone 436-2198.
T.V. console
D7P
4354238 after 5:30 p.m.
•
D7C nished including refrigerator,
stove and deep freeze. Boat dock.
STOCKING STUFFERS
2 real nice 30" electric
ARC REGISTERED white Toy Ready for you to move in.
ROOM WITH private entrance,
ranges
CANDLES & RINGS
Poodle, male, 10 weeks old.
within walking distance of
Phone 753-6015.
university. Phone 753-1387. D7C
D7C We are a member of the Multiple
Free Gift Wrapping
Listing Service
210 Main 753-5617
Open 9 to 5 Weekdays
CARD OF THANKS
POOL TABLE, Sears Good Claude L. Miller, Real Estate 753FRIGIDAIRE WASHER and condition. $125.00.
pen at Noon on Sunda
5064
Phone 489We the family of Walter dryer. Used 6 months. 7532166.
ITC 418 Main Street 753-3059
John C. Neubauer, Associate
Puckett would like to extend our 2999.
D4C
heartfelt thanks to all our friends
Reserve one of our hack
NEW AND used tractor tires. Broker 753-7531.
D4C
and relatives for all the cards, MILLIONS OF rugs have been Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
dining rooms for your
cleaned
with
Blue
Listre. It's service. Vinson Tractor Co. 2
flowers and food sent during the
holiday banquet Now!
BEDROOM frame house,
FREE
America's finest. Rent new Phone 7534892.
demise of our loved one.
1TC electric heat, newly carpeted
TRIANGLE 'INN
Thanks to the staff of the electric shampooer $1. Western
throughout. 1 car garage.
753 4953
Murray
Calloway
County Auto, Home of ''The Wishing
Located at 1405 Vine. If inLOST
&
FOUND
Well."
Hospital, Dr. Clark, Dr. Hugh
D4C
terested,call 753-5898.
D6C
FOR LEASE OR RENT
Houston, Dr. Jackson and to the
BAY HORSE, about 8 year old
STORE BUILDING, formerly Max Churchill Funeral Home.IALASKAN MALAMUTE pup- gelding, strayed from Bill
THREE BEDROOM home with
Martins Store on Hazel, Route Also to the people who sent pies, will hold till Chritmas. Give Warren's in Sherwood Forest
thermosta
t control heat, two
stallion,
saddle,
contributi
gaited,
bred
ons
to
the Crippled
one. Has gas pumps. Can be used
Subdivision. Notify Billy Morgan
bedrooms carpeted and apfor store or other use Phone 435- Childrensjund, a special thanks quarter horse pony. Racking at 753-1466 or Bill Warren at 7531411 Olive Blvd.
proximately 111 acres on black
Phone 753-3852
The Family
D4P 4592.
ITP horse. 753-1348
5261
D7C top. Phone 489-2627.
D6P
D1OC

J. 'Black' Humphries

!ft

UNFURNISHED 2 room apartment, for working lady through
winter months Share bath and
utilities. Private drive and entrance. $40.00 per month. Phone
753-7694.
D4C

Call at

Ledger & Times
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ASTROLOGY

Christmas
Trees
Flocked

Regular
Trees

DR. BETTY HINTON

753-6350

Glindel Reaves

TRIANGLE INN

Miss Your Paper
753-7278

Spe Ian

Hitching Post
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u
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Successful Actor Gene Hackman
Prefers Not To Think of Success
WESTMINSTER. Md
(API Chief Lone Fox. a fullblooded Yuma Indian who
once followed the Wild West
show trail with Buffalo Bill and
made silent movies opposite

people came after me and made
he
me go to Indian school
recalls -1 couldn't speak a
word of English and they
wouldn't let us speak Indian. so
I had a pretty rough time of it
for awhile Now I've forgotten

shows
Ten years ago, he joined the
steam show circuit and made
selling bead work and leather
goods a full-time business

SYDNEY (AP - Wild
goats, not so long ago rated
a fence-breaking pest to be
poisoned or shot, now are money -earners for sheep farmers
In some places they are
worth more than sheep.
Landholders, some of whom
have 4,000 or more, are rounding up the goats and trucking
them to the abattoir. There
they are processed into food for
human consumption and export
to Indonesia, India, Fiji and the
West Indies Some of the meat
becomes pet food
The hides are made into kid
leather or rugs
Some sheep farmers are retaining enough of their goats to
continue breeding. Goats are
tougher than sheep, and can eat
practically anything.
There still are many thousands in the outback, along with
thousands of wild donkeys,
camels, buffalo, and some
horses - all descended from
domesticated animals that
were freed or escaped
Most of the goats were taken
into the country in the days of
the gold rushes a century ago
They were able to provide milk
and fresh meat When the gold
petered out, the miners left, the
goats were untethered and soon
becarr.3.,PX: a

SILCOTT, Wash. (API
- Grave robbers seeking
salable Indian artifacts and
bones have been desecrating a
19th century burial ground
above the Snake River on the
Washington-Idaho border, anthropologists from both states
say,
"This site was raped by a
white with no social conscience," said Dr Roderick
Sprague. University of Idaho
anthropologist working with
Washington State University
scholars to discover something
of the life, death, and styles of
Indians in the 1800's About 38
graves have been disturbed in
what Sprague called a "blatant
example of grave robbing The
Indians in the graves were believed to be part of those who
followed Nez Perce Indian
I hief Joseph in his flight from
the U.S Cavalry in the bloody
Nez Perce War of 1877
"They don't let our Indians
The 243-acre University of
rest in peace whether they are Northern Colorado campus is
dead or alive." said Nez Perce divided into three sections'
Tribal Chairman Richard Half- East. Greeley. and University
moon "It makes me mad to Park
,
just be around the place and to
see the way things are
INDIAN CRAFTSMAN - Chief Lone Fox is a Yuma Indian
Mike Rodefer. a WSU graduwho, after spending many years in Wild West shows, now makes
ate student directing a crew of
and sells Indian jewelry During his long career, he once
eight Nez Perce in relocating
appeared in silent movies opposite cowboy star William
the graves, said whoever made
S 1-17rt
the excavations was "awfully
good "
cowboy star William S Hart. most of the Indian language
Rodefer said his crew was
has traded his horse and war
In 1914. the Chief left school
paint for a panel truck and an to don the greasepaint for Buf- working to relocate the graves
which were possibly endanIndian jewelry business
falo Bill's Wild West Show.
Stopping recently in West'I was both a cowboy and an gered by the filling of the reservoir behind Lower Granite Dam
minster to sell his wares at the Indian in the show.' he says • •1
Farm Museum steam show. the also did rope tricks, cracked a after the structure's scheduled
1974 completion
Chief paused to recount the bull whip - I still can crack a
Each of the desecrated
road that took him from an whip. but I don't know if I can
adobe hut to makeshift stages still crack a cigarette out of graves had been carefully located by pushing a rod into thte
across the country
someone's teeth.''
I don't remember too much
When World War I came. the soil until it touched a coffin.
about my early life back in Chief found himself playing Rodefer said After being dug
Yuma. Ariz . where I was clarinet in a Navy band, touring up, he said, most of the handborn." says the Chief, who first the Atlantic ports and later made coffins were smashed
guesses his age to be about 75
open and the jewelry and bones
France
"I do remember I lived in an
After the war, he returned to were removed In many cases
adobe hi, and slept on the dirt being an Indian --- this time in the skulls also were removed.
An ancient skull is reported
floor I don t know what my front of silent movie cameras.
to bring r25 on an underground
Folks did for a flying, but I do
1 was in about three or four
know times were pretty movies, all of them with Wil- market in nearby Lewiston. Id-*
aho, and sources say the skulls
'rough
liam S Hart the big shot coware shipped to California for
Chief Lone Fox's parents boy in those days ••
resale at higher prices
. died when he was young and he
His movie days however.
was adopted
proved short-lived and Chief
"Then the government Lone Fox returned to wild west

By PEACE MOFFAT
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK i AP) When Gene Hackman
played basketball in high
school, he got mad at the coach
one day. walked out of practice
and went downtown where he
passed a Sign that said. "Join
the Marines " He was only 16.
but it looked like a good idea, so
he convinced his parents to
agree and started on a tour of
duty that took him to Okinawa,
Hawaii. Japan and ended in
Camp Pendleton, Calif To this
day he can't remember why he
was mad at the coach
*One gets the feeling Hackman's loss of memory isn't unusual - not that he's vague --just that he doesn't seem
groove on thinking about him
self
-Looking at myself bores
me,- the movie star says. turn
ing his chair away from a wall
mirror in his hotel suite "Success... he says shrugging his
shoulders. -It's something I try
not to think a lot about
Being successful is a part of
Hackman's life now though His
latest starring role is in the
film. "The French Connection.- and audiences also
saw him recently in 'Dealer
and "I Never Sang for My rather
On stage. he won the
Clarence Derwent Award for
his performance in "Children at
Their Games.' and he also has
appeared in -Any Wednesday,-

-Poor Richard." and "A Rainy
Day in Newark."
A lot of acting - but the first
time Hackman was supposed to
read for a role his feet turned so
cold he left It was after his
stint in the Marines and after he
attended the University of Illinois He had gotten to know
some people working in thea-

.
•

ACTOR GENE HACKMAN
,
ter. "They assea rte to read for
a part and I said I would." he
recalls. "But waiting. I was
chilled I thought, 'This is crazy,' so I left I was terribly
frightened I knew' there wasn't

hour later, part of the film is
ready to go
"You acquire a patina of
hardness, and some of your sensitivity is lost Some of your
creative juices are stopped
You don't get a chance to
stretch your ability '
There's only one hitch about
stage work - Hackman, his
wife and three children live in
California, and he doesn't want
to move back to New York "I
used to drive a truck here, so I
know the city," he says "And I
was here last year for the film
It seemed like every other day
there was a strike. It's hard to
get back to the tempo

any actors who looked like me
or talked like me "
He proved himself wrong. -He
"got in the back door of TV."
enrolled at the Pasadena Playhouse in California and within a
year had made his professional
debut in a Long Island summer
stock company. The training
for me was like super important," he says "For films,
people with a super personality
or with super good looks don't
need it. But for me, it took a BENNETT RECOVERING
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
certain verbal courage."
Hackman says his last film, Wallace F. Bennett, R-Utah,
"The French Connection," was was reported
in
excellent
his most interesting. "It deals condition after four hours of
who
is surgery during which two
with a guy in this society
a detective and about the re- bleeding ulcers were removed
strictions and the violence
Doctors at Bethesda Naval
around
:li,.m ., him.- he says
ys. "I feel Hospital described Thursday's
he's a very interesting guy And surgery as completely successnormal. in the context of the
ful.
diffkcult atmo4here around
The film is based on a true
story and it's shot in and around
New York, where the events
really'happened. "Doing the actual locales, we took all the
elements, like the crowds and
made them work for us." Hackman says.
After working on stage and in
film, however. the actor says
the stage work is more satisfying. Settling back in his chair,
his hands behind his head, he
explains "With stage, you have
three or four weeks before
you're faced with a final performance. With a film, you may
walk on the set and then, an

MEN NEEDED
In this area to train as

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
LEARN TO BUY CATTLE,
HOGS AND SHEEP
52 ••i• barns, toed lots and

By ALISON LERRICK
PARIS (AP - "Just put
it down on the round thing
with four legs.
--If you can't remember how to
--say'lab-1e... you must-talk your
way around it at International
House the language school 1or
people who are old enough to
speak to strangers
- A good mimic will be good
at languages and a good actor
will have a good accent
provided he hasziot had a trau
matte shock in his youth from a
teacher who told him he was
stupid.. says John Haycraft,
school head
In 1953. then a Yale M A. Ir.
drama and history. Haver- It
started his first classroom in
Cordoba Since then, he has
globe-trotted his school into 27
cities. including Bangkok. ToTripoli. Beirut, Athens. Algiers and Lisbon
At any given time there are
th.000 students somewhere in
the world in front of a - white
board .' - instead of a black, to
start out with a clean slate
but only 10 to a class Expatriates-to-be prepare to make
the plunge. Travelers among
them plane loads of American
students on vacation learn how
to speak as the Romans . cr
Malayans or Moroccans
do
The French. English and
Spanish are the worst students
because they had empires and
imposed their languages on others.- says Haycraft He speaks
six languages the same ones as
his Swedish wife Their three
children ages 12. 10 and 6 are
only fluent in two apiece
Don Juans may want to learn
French_ the better to 007P with
savoir-faire but businessmen
everywhere are boning up on
English. the language of business IBM sends its Dutch Danish. Swedish and Spanish engineers to London for a crash
course
Everyone else may call executives "sir . but their teachers
- circa age 25 and trained at
the rate of 1.000 a year in London central headquarters --call them by their first name
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By United Press International
CHARLOTTE, N.C.-Federal
Judge James B. McMillan,
ruling that Harold Murray's
constitutional rights were violated when the city fired him
because of his connection with
the Ku Klux Klan:
"Klansmen, like Negroes, are
people. They are not by virtue
of their Klan membership
disqualified from holding public
employment, any more than
Presbyterians, Black Panthers,
or members of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy,
the Daughters of the American
Revolution, the American Legion or the NAACP."

"to create atmosphere
"When you call the Japanese
by their first names, they romp
around like Italians." chuckles
Haycraft. In Japan. they study
Spanish too In Rome. the biggest demand is for Italian In
Paris. German is coming into
fashion. but English is still
lengths ahead
-Seeing is remembering- is
the school's battle cry So. to
make the constructions -I will
take off"
I have t
off stick in yoto mind. H
craft organites stripteast',oth beginner and intermedhil.
levels They only go as far as
decency permits.
he adds
hastily
WASHINGTON-Sen. James
Willy-nilly the students must. B. Allen, D-Ala
, speaking
lay aside their inhibitions and
against a Senate bill to
act in skits. -since speakin:,
foreign language is like playing establish local comprehensive
a tole
To alas Englishmen. child care centers across the
they star in or, of Ilaycrafts nation:
"Are we to follow in the
'avorites • a torl with double
footsteps of Communist Russia
vision goes to Inc ocUreet
After 80 hours wrestling with in shifting major responsibility
a language. the students - begin for the care and training of
to make sense Some demand children to the state itself"
to be totally bathed. eyen with
lunch in English
Others are
LONDON - Sir Michael
more satisfied by "regular Adeane, personal
secretary to
doses- , three hours daily, while
Queen Elizabeth, telling Parlithose with low tolerance can
ament that the queen needs a 106
only stand three hours a week
pay
raise,
and
Politeness is taught on the percent
telephone a toy one
stu giving the example of her
dent must persuade another to buying a hat:
"That hat is going to be seen
nd him his car while the VIIIbarrassed carowner is forced and photographed and comto refuse gracefully knowing mented on and very often
his friend is a bad
criticized "
When more or less in command of their tongue they set
off on Walks in Paris In a SURGERY FOR BLAIR
hotel. they take turns playing
BLOOMINGTON,
Minn.
receptionist and client who (UP!)-Wren Blair, general
complains about his uncomfort
manager of the Minnesota
able room On a walk to the
North Stars, will undergo
Louvre to describe the paint
ings. everyone takes time out to surgery Monday to con ell a
lung condition which he devedescribe a motorcycle- Learning, the language IN not loped in his youth because of an
enough. though You must learn attack of pneumonia.
what It means
What 410PS
Blair is expected to remain at
'yes mean" he asks You can
Hospital for about 10
say it five different ways The Methodist
then recuperate at
and
days
accent, therefore is the content which leads to all kinds of home for three or four weeks,
misinterpretations by .a begin- according to Dr. Frank Sidell,
one of the team's physicians.
ning ear
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Quotes

Students A ct in Skits
To Learn Languages

11
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Oh well, gc
amusing any

Murray Branch
Federal Savings and Loan
New Office at 7th and Main Streets - Murray
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Advisory Board Members

Dr. Ralph H. Woods
Mr. W. R. "Bob" Perry
Mr. Ronald W. Churchill
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Bruce Thomas
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